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FOREWORD

During the eight-week Summer Session of 1976, fifteen students

in UP320 "Planning for Historic Preservation" undertook as part of

their course work a special planning study of Historic Bishop Hill,

results of which are given in this report.

The purpose of this special study is two-fold. First, it has

provided an opportunity for the students to apply, in a realistic

setting, the principles and theory of historic preservation and

urban planning dealt with in the classroom. In addition, it is

intended to contribute to the furtherance of historic preservation

efforts in the Bishop Hill community of today where, although very

respectable progress has been made, much remains yet to be done.

The Community

The decision to study Bishop Hill resulted from concerns ex-

pressed by local officials in discussion with State agencies about

the future directions of the community. Bishop Hill today is the

scene of conflict between the desires to present an authentic inter-

pretation of a very significant heritage, to remain a pleasant

residential village in a rural setting, and to enjoy the benefits

of increasing tourist traffic resulting from the fine quality of
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what is there. The pressures of that traffic and of economic

growth are currently being felt.

The choice of such a small place for study seemed fortuitous.

The Summer Session schedule is intensive and would not permit large

scale or long-term investigation. Even so. Bishop Hill is a complex

place and provides many lessons, as later sections of this report

will demonstrate.

The Class

The Urbana-Champaign campus in the summer attracts a mixture

of strongly motivated students, including many who come for the

Summer Session only from other career pursuits , in addition to those

involved in continuing work at the University. The UP320 class

group was made up mostly of graduate students representing the dis-

ciplines of Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Historical Geo-

graphy, Urban Planning, Community Psychology, and Anthropology (see

Part V, Appendix A, for a list of the participants).

In addition to the organized study of Historic Preservation

and Planning and their interrelationship, the orientation to Bishop

Hill included slides, films, guest speakers, and library research

during the first few weeks of the Summer Session. In mid-July, a

three-day field study was conducted in Henry County. Students

talked with local leaders and officials, conducted surveys of land

and buildings, and carried out research in local archives and records,

Their findings, observations, and recommendations are presented in

this report.
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The Report

Three major time phases are dealt with in the chronology of

Bishop Hill. Part I summarizes past development, setting the founda-

tion for understanding Bishop Hill today, and its potentials in the

future. Part II takes stock of the present situation and analyzes

problems and opportunities of the community in the late 1970 's.

Part III explores what might occur in the future. The final chapter

summarizes recommendations made by various members of the student

group.

The work xizhich follows is almost entirely that of the students

themselves, completed during the two weeks remaining in the Summer

Session following their field study. Editing has been done primarily

to reduce duplication and to improve clarity. Some portions of the

report are truly team efforts, but most sections are the work of

individual students. Where the author can be identified, the chapter

or section listing in the table of contents is followed by the ini-

tials of the student responsible.
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A NOTE ABOUT THE MAPS

One of the students took a graphic and mapped approach to the

Bishop Hill study and developed five maps for this report covering the

periods of past, present and future. The first two maps fall under the

"Bishop Hill: Past" category. These maps, both drawn at the original
scale of 1" equal to 100 feet (reduced in the report to 1" = 200'),
show the Colony as it was in 1847, one year after the Colony was
founded and before the first permanent structure, the Colony Church,
was built in 1848 (page 11); and also as it was in 1860 after all

twenty buildings of the Colony period hc^d been built and dissolution of
the Colony was only one year avjay (page 17).

"Bishop Hill: Present" is also represented by two maps. One
shows the developed area surrounding the public park or square (page
39). Every building and street on this map has been accurately field
measured in Bishop Hill and these laeasurements were used when the map
was prepared. Another map, prepared at the original scale of approxi-
mately 1" equal to 200 feet (reduced in the report to about 1" = 400'),
shows the entire town of Bishop Hill including all the gridded but of-
ten undeveloped streets. This map also indicates the historic district
of Bishop Hill (page 59).

The fifth map representing "Bishop Hill: Future" combines posi-
tive features of the existing town with suggested reconstructions of

original Colony buildings (page 75). Other major changes include the

closing of Bjorklund Street and a portion of Johnson Street and the ul-
timate removal of a few residences and several utilitarian and commer-
cial structures which are incompatible within the established historic
district and not of the same character or period as many of the sur-

rounding structures which date back to the original Colony period.

For the Bishop Hill maps dated 1860, 1976 and future, the follow-

ing key for the numerical notations on the maps should be used:

1. Dairy Building 10. Colony School

2. Colony Church 11. Colony Hospital

3. Blacksmith's Shop 12. Eric Jansson's home

4. Carriage and wagon shop 13. Meat storage building

5. Steeple Building 14. Colony bakery and brewery

6. Colony store and post office 15. Big Brick

7. Colony residence 16. First Mill (Water)

8. Colony residence 17. Second Mill (Steam)

9. Bjorklund Hotel
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I. BISHOP HILL IN THE PAST

Bishop Hill is a living, historic village; it is one of the more

unique communities of northwestern Illinois. Because it is such a

special place, the planning proces?? must take into account that Bis-

hop Hill's sense of community is based on Its heritage as a religious,

Swedish-dominated-colony settlement from 1846 to 1861. However,

Bishop Hill has a heritage which is not connected to the Jansonlst

movement of the middle nineteenth century, too. In order to gain a

better perspective of how and why Bishop Hill developed as a place it

Is necessary to revie:.' briefl:ir the historical geography of the com-

munity: to study the processes of change and the results of that

change as expressed in physical features, both natural and cultural,

on the landscape. One can consider such an approach as the analysis
of lanfJiicape through time.

Although Bishop Hill's historical geography is complex, it Is

Inappropriate in a planning docuuent to present a detailed account of

such landscape analysis. Therefore, only a summary of the historical

geography of Bishop Hill will be given in this report; this Is done to

show the historical context of this historic place vzhile emphasizing
that the report is concerned with planning for the future of Bishop
Hill. The following framework will be used:

-1-
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The pre-Jansonlst period, before settlement of the colony.
The Jansonlst period, development smd maturity of the colony.
The post-Jansonlst period, 1862-19A6, decline of the colony.
The po9t-Jan9onl8t period, 1946-1976, restoration efforts.

This overview of the historical geography of Bishop Hill In Part I

of the report will form a foundation for applying historic pre-

servation planning as an approach for developing the resources of

the community of Bishop Hill. A detailed chronology of events In

the history of Bishop Hill will be found in Part V, Appendix B.

A. BEFORE THE COLONY (PRIOR TO 1846)

1. Historical Geography

[, .;- There is evidence in Henry County of Hopewell Indians from 300 B.C.,

and It is believed that these aborigines were replaced by Misslsslpplan

Indians after 1000 A.D. (Poison, pp. 8-11) '.* The Misslsslpplan Indians

in this area eventually emerged as the Sac and Fox tribes, and by the

middle of the seventeenth century the Iroquois were raiding these

tribes,

ii The first Europeans to deal with the Sac and Pox tribes were the

Fircnch fur traders. Following the French defeat in 1763, the area

came Imder the Influence of British fur traders who In turn were re-

placed by American fur traders after 1781. Northwestern Illinois be-

came part of the Northwest Territory In 1787, and In 1804 the first

treaty was made with the Sac and Fox tribes by the Americans for ob-

taining, title to those aboriginal lands. In the Treaty of 1816 the

land of Henry County was ceded to American Interests, and the first

land patent was issued in Weller Township — the Bishop Hill area —
la 1818 (Poison, p. 18). Further cessions were made by the Sac and

Fox Indians in the Treaty of 1829. However, it was not until the

Black Hawk War (1831-1832) that northern Illinois was cleared of

Indian threats to white settlement. With the development

* All references are listed in the Bibliography Part V, Appendix C.
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bf the Erie Canal-Great' Lakes systein of transportat;lpn the north-

western Illinois area became a destination of the New England-Mid-

dle Atlantic states migrations of the 1830 's and 1840' s.

Henry County had five colonies developed there by Yankees be-

tween 1835 and 1836 (Nelson, p. 15). Such development was stt^^-

latfed by the Congr6^atlonal-Pr6bbyterlan "Great Revival" and by,.

land speculation fever (NelsorP, ^p. 59), but would have been imprac-

tical had not the steel plow'<of John Deere been made available f(^r

prattle cultivation. TK« Pinlfi-of
"

1837 eliminated two of the flye

colonies of Yankees, and it appears that the settlement of HenFy

Ccrtj'nty Was slowed until the arrival of the Jansonlsts in 1846... With

the arrival of Eric Janson and the first major party of his followers

the Jansonist period of Bishop Hill begins.

2. Sweden in the 1840 *s; What Drove the Swedes to Blahop Hill?

The climate of Sweden in the 1840' s was best described by the

editor of the
'

Norr land Post' .. who commented on the wave Qf etnl'gra-

tlon to the United States: "In the U.S. to which the emigrants are

attracted, each' individual practices the religion of his. choice with-

out interference or compulsion by the State. We have a compulsory

State Church and an Intolerance exists which places the person under

spiritual slavery." (Janson, 1930) .

The first settliers in Bishop Hill were attempting to escape the

shackles of such "spiritual slavery'.',' They were led by Eric Janson,

who hoped to form a viable "socialistic, theocratic community'.'.'

Janson did not begin as a separatist, however, but often preached

"against the rationalism ahd dead orthodoxy . . . prevalent in the

'Swedish Church'.'; His goal was a return to primitive Christianity,

for which he had written his own catechism; without fear, he publicly

rebuked the sins of many prominent individuals (Mikkelsen, 1892).

"Jansonlsts" grew in numbef 'from a mere handful to nearly 4,000.

S^dh a large group constituted a threat to the established Church;

tflius Jaii^dn was denounced from the pulpit, his followers prohibited

frbtt 't)irtkkln^ in the Lord's Supper. This served only to' Infuriate —
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and on July 11, 18^4, the Jansonlsts burnt all the devotional litera-

ture of the Lutheran Church, clalmlnR It had "usurped the place of

the Blhle" (Mlkkelsen, 18Q2).

Janson was arrested but released In September; the flames of

anger were not vet doused, however. A second book burning took place

on October 28, 1844, and shortly thereafter Janson was smuggled out

of the country to Norway. He was considered the second Christ, about

to embark on a journey to a "New Jerusalem" — America: "As the splen-

dor of the second temple at Jerusalem far exceeded that of the first,

erected by the son of David, so also the glory of the work which Is to

be accomplished by Eric Janson, standing In Christ's stead, shall far

exceed that of the work accomplished by Jesus and his Apostles" (Mlk-

kelsen, 189 2).

An exodus began in 1846 — the fervor kindled by religious oppres-

sion and sustained by the dogmatism of Eric Janson drove llOn of the

Jansonists to the United States. As Stuart David Engstrand has noted,

'''
"Bishop Hill will not only stand as a monument to the memory of the

first Swedish pioneers in Illinois, but will also serve as a quiet,

aging reprimand against intolerance and persecution" (Swank, 1^65).

3. The Bishop Hill Landscape

The landscape the Swedish colonists faced was a portion of Henry

County first surveyed in 1815: a high, rolling prairie roamed over by

-"^'^ Indians, covering rich black clay-loam that would offer unbelievable

,-!nr;' yields when the right kind of plow became available to break through

the tangled long roots of the prairie grasses. On the drier ridges,

the soil was timber type, less loess, one that supported red oaks,

elms, and sugar maples. It vras a savannah-like scene of occasional

groves of trees and rolling away from them the changing aspect of the

tall grass prairie of big bluestem, fontatel, teosinte, couch grass,

gama and buffalo grasses, and the brighter colors of the numerous sea-

sonal forbs such as wild roses and daisies and black-eyed susans. The

winds were strong, from the South and Southwest, and v;ere especially

formidable in May and June; the rain was a plentiful 33 Inches annually.
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Below the fantastic agricultural resource that had been built up by

successive glacial periods, especially around Galva and Kewanee, lay

heavy coal deposits.

Like most settlers in the region, the Swedes chose a site on

high ground, wooded and v/ith access to a stream. In Jnly 1846, Olaf

Olson purchased Red Oak Grove, 3 miles V7est of Bishop Hill, an 80 acre

farm, and in August added another 160 acres also in Weller Township

that came with log cabin, outhouses and cultivated fields. By Septem-

ber 26 the future townsite, a quarter section, was purchased from the

U.S. Government for $2 an acre. It was accounted a "beautiful spot";

a hillock, a part of a moraine left by the last glacier, cut from

east to west by the Edwards River. It was the high point of the area,

sparsely covered by a small grove of oaks known as Hooppole Grove, and

bisected by a ravine that led to the South Edwards Creek north of the

townsite. This stream was small, sluggish, shallow (10 feet on the

average), up to 80 feet wide in a few spots, draining the creeks of

surrounding hills including the ravine. In addition to the coal de-

posits beneath the prairie sod were drift clays that would make good

brick; and in the ravine, a strong spring and chalkstone that the set-

tlers would be taught to make into cement by a nearby settler, Philip

Mauk.

4. Economic Life

The rich prairie landscape must ha^e been an extraordinary sight

to the Jansonists as they arrived in Illinois. The scale and the fer-

tility were undoubtedly impressive. The Jansonists came largely from

the Helsingland agricultural region of Sweden. The region contained

a fine harbor city named Gefle, from which iron, timber, flax, and

linen were exported . (Mikkelsen, 1892, p. 15). In addition to the

Helsingland group came miners, factory workers, and the poor from

other regions in Sweden.

Unable financially to finance their own passage to America, a

collective was formed principally by Eric Janson, leader of the Jan-

sonists. In this collective all property and money were shared. A



"coumunlsm" based on scriptural grounds, it could be considered^

and with this they came to America (Mikkelaen, 1892, p. 29). With

their economic collective and connnuntd knowledge in business and

agriculture they transformed Bishop HtH in a few short years into

a major commercial center in northwestern Illinois. In the first

few years of the colony, 1100 Jansonlats settled In Henvy County,

Illinois (Poison, p. 54).

&fWf- (^ \iX^^i Wt\¥.i ^l/MlY/ViibfsMl^r^ foo^

«?J«^

f^.i-ocn^

In^tK
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B. THE EARLY YEARS (1846-1849) . , .
- f:=-.

1. LivltiR Conditions ,

The histoid of the Jansonist movement in. America begins with the

arrival of .01,of Olson in New York during the summer. of 1845. Sent by

Eric Janson to find a suitable location for his New Jerusalejn, Olson

met;;a Methodist minister, Olof G. Hedstrom,, who ,in}pressed Olson with

his preaching, and "recommended the newcomer to his brother 4n Vic-

toria", Illinois (Stoneberg, p. 28). Olson traveled to Vlctoiria,i and

after making a tour of Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, wrote to

Janson urging him to build his settlement in Illinois (Mikkelsen, 1946,

p.. 104).
;..,,, ,. ..V-.'

In July, 1846, Janson^ his f^^mily, and a few of his followers

arrived at Victoria, Janson decided upon Henry County as the site of

his new community, and within three months he purchased an 80-acre

farm In Red Oak Grove and 480 acres of Ignd nearby, which included

the chosen location for "Bishop's Hill". The name, a direct transla-
:l.

tlon of that of Janson 's birthplace, Blskopskulla ., later became

simply "Bishop Hill" (HedstrcB, pp. 16-17). ,-,. ;. :

Preparations began Immediately for the coming of i the colonists.

By October two log houses and four large tents had been erescted. As

the days grew colder, the tents had to be abandoned, and as, more Inmi-

grants arrived, several log cabins were hastily thrown up and, a large

sod house built to serve as a common kitchen and dining hall. In •

addition, twelve '.?djag-outs" were created; ;, r--r- •r-i

these shelters, 18 feet in width and 30 feet ih' depth, were''

simply large holes dug in the banks of the ravine, the front"

of which was formed of logs with a door and tx^ro small windows
while the roof was made of rails, sod and ear'th . . . These
caves usually accommodated twenty-five to thirty peop4,e ..,,.»;,

(Hedstrom, p. 20)

Four hundred people spent the first winter under extremely harsh

conditions. The dug-outs were cold and damp. Food was scarce; th?

nearest flour mill was 28 miles away, and the nearest towns were.^Q to

75 miles distant. People survived chiefly on wild game and porj:idge
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made from Indian com. To conserve food, Janson announced frequent

fasts; adults fasted two or three days each week, and children and

the aged and sick "compiled according to their physical limitations."

(Hedstroro, p. 10). Malaria, dysentery, and other Illnesses attacked,

and by spring nearly half of the original population had died or

deserted.

Since the Jansonlsts had left Sweden for religious reasons. It is

not surprising that religion should play a major role In the lives of

the colonists. A "tent-church" which could accommodate a thousand

people was constructed in the fall of 1846; its framework was built of

logs in the form of a cross and covered v/ith canvas. The entrance and

pulpit were at the north end of the building and a gallery add fire-

place at the south (Erdahl, p. 539). Services were held "twice a day

on week days and three times on Sundays . . . ." (Mikkelsen, 1946, p. 107),

Although hardships continued, during the next three years the

activities of the community were carefully organized and regulated and

the quality of life Improved — largely because of Eric Janson, the

religious and temporal ruler of his community, whose "power over the

souls of the members induced them to tolerate hardships and obey his

commands." (Isaksson, p. 122).

Economic necessity brought some changes in the religious life of

the community. During the summer months when field work was urgent,

services were held outdoors and usually only at noon. Gradually, the

weekday morning service was discontinued, the evening service became

less frequent, and Sunday services were reduced. Tn 1847, because of

the lack of adequate housing, the Prophet introduced the doctrine of •

celibacy. Families were allowed to remain together, but conjugal

relations were forbidden and nev; marriages were prohibited. In 1848,

after economic conditions Improved, Janson eliminated the doctrine and

even acted as marriage broker and performed mass marriages.

Agriculture was the major economic activity. Crops raised Included

corn, broom corn, wheat, oats, and flax. Since Plshop Hill was a com-

munal society, farming was done by large groups of workers and sometimes

in unusual ways. For example, Stoneberg describes a corn planting:
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. . Two men, walking In a straight line opposite each other,'
'carried each a stake to which was fastened a rope stretched
V out and having a iribbon tied to it every four feet. Behind

,. each ribbon walked a woman, who, with' the help^ of a hoie,

planted the corn she carried in an apron. (Stoneberg, p. AO).

The colonists also raised horses, oxen, liheep, hogs, and cattle. Hus-

bandry was carried on mostly for the support of the community, but

eventually the dairy began to produce butter and cheese for export.

'^Bishop Hill contained ffir:ny skilled artisans. In 1847 the colonists

[began the: production of adobe, ere Iced a grist mill and a saw mill,

'and 'produced linen and carpet matting. In 1848 the making of kiln-

dried bricks began. By 1850, according to Isaksson, the colony included ,

fourteen carpenters, six smiths, six shoemakers, four wheel-

wrights, three tailor;;, ^ carriage builder, a mille^r, a
|ljar-

ness maket?, ... a physician! and/ a goldsmith . . . (Isaksson, p. 114).

Because the Jansonists wished to bacoine Americans as quickly as

posisible, education was important. Instruction in English was offered

for adults during the first winter, and an English school for child-

ren was begun in a dug-out In January, 1847. for 35 children. In 1848

the school was moved to the anterootis of the Colony Church. .The school

year was 6 months long and education er.dcd at the age of 14 because the

young people were needed to work and because the Jansonlsts feared the

effects of further education (Hedr.troni, p. 59). ,. ,

There was little time for domcLr^ic life; even dining was a communal

activity. The colonists mrrched to w-als, ate at separate tables ac-

cording to age and se-, and were iict expected to socialize. Accounts

of their diet differ, but r.-rtainly soup, cereals, and bread were es-

pecially important, and as timf; vent on vegetables, meat or fish,

butter, and small beer becatno cora frequently availah,le.

2. The Landscape

Within two years the landscape of Bishop Hill showed, great change.

A portion of the ravine that bic'^-cted the townsite was filled in; part

of it became the town park, the other t'le aite for the "Big Brick" and

the Bakery. After the Colony Church's foundation was laid in, 1848
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construction began on the Big Jiick which would provide individual

rooms for each family; the duR-ouI: . fitted into the ravine to

shelter the settlers that first winter would be abandoned. The town

was beginning to emerge. In . jly 13''»7 Anders Larsson in a letter to

a friend described the early intentions of the Colony to erect an

imposing town square:

town to be built >.3 a square with 18 houses on each side,
and gardens and parks and a l-.rgc church inside the square.
If possible all the dv/ellliigs 'v-ili be exactly the sane. All
the houses are to buili of a kind oi; unfired brick, rendered
and whitewashed. (Iridkcison, p. 77).

He noted that several miles of lliG iic*"lr.ctlve sod wall had been

erected around arable l;nd ino that coloi:lst.-; V'2re planting trees

"all around". The prairie arcu- i then was i^oiug into cultivation

on a large scale; 5C inea and vomca were noted cultivating furrows

2 miles long. Large fields of flr^t, corn, bron corn, and other

crops were planted, A 5<r -tree fniit jrcliard was set out west of

town; "avenues of trees", among th' .i spruce, elm, and black walnut

were planted. All criss plci-'.eJ in tii'J orc'.iard rnd in the park and

on the streets were recorded In their Book for Bi :hop Hill Orchard .

He noted the area as ricl. in bnrriae, fruit and "useful herbs".

After the dissolution oc the Col.r.iy in 1861, the communal land-

scape passed into individual holdinga, and the scale of farming re-

duced. Mikkelsen, :^;itin3 iliCJt: Uichcp Kill L.i 1891, commented on

the town after the colcxiy psrjod. Th.i plan described by Larsson

had not been followed, iut ur.dou^teuly evolved to meet the changing

needs of the settlers. Although I'licl'-aJscv: fi:lt the original village

was built "without ref'.-d to jr.y d-->fini';e plai. , cither of convenience

or beauty", the toi<m die "mve . wcrhl.is orf'er. Ue acknowledged the

cleanliness of the woodtn aldcvilkG c-.J t:hc "!iard" streets. The

buildings, althcigh not shrriog tr.a vl.ual unity earlier envisioned,

were of monumental tiz^ avA uui-iuc for vHinges of that period. They,

and workshops of various MndL', vc.-<^ built around the park which was

planted In orchard style vith yovng trees. A picket fence enclosed

the park and maples and cvargreana lined it. /.ast of town were
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sCorehouses, to the west the orchards; farther north of town were

the animal quarters sited so as to keep their odors away from the

town. No fences or outhouses broke up the symnietrv of the scene.

The sod wall started west of Bishop Hill, circled south and then

east, marking only a part of the holdings. It gave a feeling of the

moated or earth-encircled villages of medieval Europe. Settlers

recall It planted with watermelons. It became the focus of tales

told to children that the world outside that embankment was a

heathen's land.

The question of the decision to build around a town square

seems to be in doubt. It is felt that it did not originate with

Swedish theory; rather that it was Imposed or suggested by the

surveyors who came from a different cultural background and by the

nature of their plan layout gave the village the form it would

follow.

3. The Visual Environment

The settlement of Bishop Hill is different from that of almost

all other towns in the nation. The people who settled it were not

homesteaders making their claims of land, but a group of people who

worked together to set up a community. This accounts for the unique

character of Bishop Hill still evident today.

In the fall of 1846 the colonists constructed dug-outs on the side

of a ravine. They were actually half dug out of the slopes of the ra-

vine and half log cabin. Each dug-out was 18 feet wide and about 30

feet long. Accompanying these were some cabins up on a hill. These

structures were crowded but there are some accounts that found the

conditions satisfactory. Erik Aline, one of the colonists writes,

"I lived two winters in a dug-out, and felt fine."

When the tent-church burned in 1848, a second church was built

on the highest point in the vicinity. It had a good view of the

ravine and the Edwards River. It is a white clapboard structure very

similar to the Shaker style of architecture. The basement and first

floor were used for colonists to live while the second floor contained
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the church.

Also at this time some other structures were up: the home of

Eric Janson, the two flour mills, and the brick kiln. Still with

need for more living units, the colonists began in 1849 working on

what was to ia€er be known as "Big Brick". Built in two parts,

it was a most impressive structure. It measured 200 feet long,

45 f^et wide, and 70 feet tall. When completed. Big Brick was the

latgest structure west of Chicago.

About 1850 the Colony Hotel or Bjorklund Hotel was built. Used

as a hotel by travelers between Peoria and Rock Island, it had a two

tier tower. This was probably intended as a sign to welcome travelers.

With the business going w6ll at the hotel, Bishop Hill decided to

build another one. This one would contain a clock tower and be built

in the Greek Revival style. After its completion in 1854 the hotel

business dropped off due to th6 railroad eliminating the need for

overnight stops. The Steeple Building, as it is called, was never

used as a hotel but it did serve as a school for a while and as a

residence for many families.

Around thi^ tistta many other buildings were erected. In 1853

the Colony Store and Post Office, and the Meat Storage Building

wfere placed on the map. In 1855 along with the Hospital, the Dairy

Building went up. 1856 saw the rise of two colony residences on the

south side of the square. They were similar in appearance, both with

split stairways as had been done earlier in the Colony Church and in

Big Brick.

The colony was, for the most part, building its structures around

the central park. They all shared the view and access to this

wooded open space. This is unlike many American towns of the era.

Others placed the courthouse or city hall in the center of town. Bis-

hop Hill found a park more important than a town hall.

The appearance of Bishop Hill must have impressed those who visited

it. For with nothing but prairies for miles it must have appeared like

an oasis. Possibly the Swedes were trying to attract others to live

there xid.th their towering brick structures and open spaces.
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4. Political Structure

Illinois became a state In 1818. Seven years later In 1825, the

boundary lines of Henry County were fixed. At the time of Bishop Hill's

founding In 1846, there were two forms of local government: the county

form, preferred by settlers fron southern states; and the township form,

which was preferred by those from New England. The town site of Bishop

Hill was chosen in the southeast- qr^rter of section 14 of township four-

teen, which became Weller Township in 1857 after the local govemnent

Issue' Wad resolved.
"' "'

For reasons of economic necessity as well as religious idealism.

Bishop Hill was organized communlstically. Many of Janson's followers

came from the po irsr classes of laborers and factory hands, and would

not have been able to afford passage to America unless the wealth of

all was placed in a cbranon economic pool. This collection of wealth

facilitated purchases of land and goods required to begin a new settle-

ment in a foreign land.

Janson^s reasons for adopting this communistic pattern were also

based on scriptural grounds. Members c5f the early biblical church

clco shared all their earthly goods. That even the wealthiest mem-

bers of Janson's group gave up all their belongings for the common

good, shows the strc^J^h
'

of Janson's leadership as well as that of

the religious ideal. There are several examples which show the extent

of hie pover. He personally chose those Who would supervise work crews

ar/'.A manage activities necessary for the growth of the colony. He

represented the community in various markets in St. Louis and Chicago.

All property transactions were conducted either by him or by a person

appointed by him. He had the right to accept new members into the

community, or expel anyone he felt unfit. Janson's power within the

community remained virtually absolute until he was murdered In 1850

(Mlkkelsen, 1892, pp. 27, 38).

5. Economic Life

Their first winter in Bishop Hill proved treacherous. With their

funds expended on passage to the new land and the purchase of their land.
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little was left for food. The colonists faced their first winter with

only their skills to keep them alive, but spring came and 350 acres

were put into cultivation. However, one-half did npt see the first

planting; they perished and deserted that first winter.

Although off to a difficult start, they soon made rapid progress.

By the end of the first year a small grist mill was in operation. New

agricultural methods were taken up x/henever possible: the use of a

scythe in 1847, a cradle in 1848 and a reaper in 1849 to harvfest Wheat.

They once purchased a thrashing machine from a neighbor and uSed -it as

a model to make their own, new improved, larger version. The colonists

were exceptionally capable of adapting to the new land.

During this period, the society began to grcv/ flax to be used in

the production of linen and carpeting. They were "hcroughly familiar

with all phases of linen production in Sweden and moved rr.pidly in its

production in the Utilted States, producing 12,473 yards of linen and

carpet matting in 1847 for a ready market (Mikkelsen, 1892, p. 35).

While much of their progress was due to the abundant resources,

their skill in organizing people greatly aided them. Their work was

specialized into standard activities s'jch as weaving and milking, yet

when planting and harvesting were to take place the entire community

would coma to a near standstill and focus their attention on the

communal task.
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C. HEIGHT OF THE COLONY (1850-1857)

1. Living Conditions

After the murder of Eric Janson In May, 1850, a number of changes

occurred. There was some immediate social disorganization and a scram-

bling for power, until in 1853 the colony was incorporated.

As Hedstrom explains. Bishop Hill "eiiffered spiritually . . .

after Janson's death," for "its religious zeal . . . waned." In an

attempt to renew interest in rellpion, Jonas Olson modified some of

Janson's fanatic doctrines so that Jansonism in the IBSO's became

much like Methodism. Although Olson was seen as the leader of the

religious life of the colony, the church was loosely organized, there

was no regularly ordained clergy, and anyone with some speaking

ability might preach. In 185^ the doctrine of celibacy was once again

proclaimed, but such dissension resulted that in 1856 it was discarded

(Hedstrom, pp. 46,60).

The agricultural and industrial life of Bishop Hill was even

more rigidly organized under the charter than it had been earlier.

Every worker was assigned to a department, each department was

divided into work gangs under the supervision of a foreman, and, the

foremen v/ere directed by supervisors under the direction of the trus-

tees (Wilson, p. 35).

In the 1850 's the number of acres under cultivation increased

greatly. By 1856 the colonists were farming 3,250 acres of the 8500

that they owned, and the use of farm machinery (reapers, threshing

machines, separators, corn planters) began gradually to replace

hand work.

There was a similar Increase in the production of manufactured

items. Between 1851 and 1853 a steam-mill, distillery, a carpenter

and wagon shop, a bakery, and a brewery were built; 1857 the colonists

built a new blacksmith's shop equipped with a forge that would permit

seven smiths to work at once. The colony grew wealthy and the trustees

began to Invest their profits outside the community.
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The Jansonlsts continued to place great value on education. Appar-

ently the school was moved from the Colony Church to rooms located

In the Steeple Building sometime after 1854. Hedstrom and Mlkkelsen

claim that all Instruction was in English, hut Erdahl Insists that a

Swedish school as well as an English school was In operation during

at least part of the 1850*6 (Erdahl, p. 560).

The domestic lives of the colonists became more comfortable as

their prosperity Increased. The dug-outs were eliminated, new

brick hounes were erected, and attempts were made to beautify the

village. Vmen the Big Brick was finished in 1851, it contained two

large dining rooms, and adults were separated from children. Food

became more abundant, but luxuries such as pastries were still pro-

hibited. Tamllies continued to occupy one-room apartments, but they

were dry and comfortable. Mlkkelsen argues that "with the exception

of the modifications imposed by the unitary cuisine, the home life

of the Jansonlsts differed in nowise materially from that of their

neighbors under the Indivivualistic system" (Mlkkelsen, 1892, p. 129),

but Wilson observes that

in the Colony, the family had no right to land, and the

basic unit of production was the v/ork crew. Thus, while
the family was not destroyed under the communal system,
its economic function was limited (^'llson, p. 38).

2. Polltlc-il Structure

After Janson's murder, his wife (Mrs. Pollock) and the guardian

of his son (Andrev? Berglund) assumed temporary leadership of the

colony with Berglund the more prominent of the two. This was not

an unreasonable succession in view of the fact that Janson had spoken

of a hereditary from of leadership, and his wife had supervised the

work of the women, and had acted as secretary to her husband, thus

know something of the colony business. However, by February 1851,

Jonas Olson assumed control of the colony, f^lson was a religious

leader of the Devotionallsts in Sweden before the coming of Janson,

and at Bishop Hill he was one of the those to whom Janson delegated

responsib-ility.
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In January, 1853, the town applied for a charter and was incor-

porated into a village. This was done to make its business and

property dealings more efficient and manageable. Under this form

of government, a village board consisting of seven trustees who

were appointed for life was created. The trustees were supposed to

be representative of the community; however, this concept was per-

functory from the beginning, as the trustees were not chosen by the

people, and signatures for the petition for incorporation were

collected even before the petition was drawn up.

The trustees were given iauthorlty to conduct all business and

industrial pursuits of the community. They judged all applicants

for membership to the community, and could expel any person they

thought unsuitable for the c6mmunity. They could also fix the

amount of compensation, if any, that a person would receive. They

had the right to intervene in any community affair, and were not

obliged to wait for the community's consent before undertaking any

action. Like Janson before, the trustees totally controlled Bishop

Hill, and Jonas Olson remained the dominant force in the board.

This relationship between colony people and colony board endyred

until 1857 when economic crisis spotlighted the poor management skills

of the trustees. In 1858 and 1859, resolutions were passed at the

annual town meeting which were aimed at making the trustees more

accountable to the colony. A resolution requiring monthly meetings was

passed, but was rarely honored by the trustees. Actions like this, and

certain other unpopular decisions of the trustees, combined with the

economic problems of the colony, led to its dissolution and a division

of all colony properties among its people in 1862.

Under the laws of the state Bishop Hill was incorporated as a

village in February, 1870. The village form of government consisting

of a village president, clerk, six trustees and a police magistrate

was adopted by ordinance in February, 1894, and remains nearly the

same to the present time.
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3. Economic Life

Much of the efficiency of the conaminlty's early organlzatlbti

had been due to the leadership of Eric Janson. With his death In

1850, the Jansonlsts were without a single strong leader. His

advisors and trusted men continued to direct the community's tem-

poral affairs. This switch In authority was to prove later to be

the main cause for the collapse of the group.

Bishop Hill pror.pered with Jonas Olson as the key man In the

charge of Internal (agricultural) affairs within the community and

Olof Johnson handling the external (business) affairs. With agri-

culture as their principal pursuit, a total of 1400 acres of land

was brought under cultivation 7.roduclng wheat, flax, and corn. The

brick steam flour mill was in operation, alonp with a brewery (ten

barrels a day in j-voductlon) , orchards and broom corn (becoming a

staple industry). The corporation's seven trustees were responsible

for managenei.t of manufacturing, milling, all types of mechanical

businesses, agriculture and merchandising activities (Mlkkelsen, 1892,

p. 49).

Prosperity did not continue, however. The Crimean War had

ended, bringing prices down from their inflated position. Specula-

tion and bank failures were commonplace, leaving nearly all lines of

industry at a complete or partial standstill in 1857. The demand for

Bishop Hill farm goods decreased. Colony trustees had incurred many

debts as a result of poor Investments: their falsified financial

reports contributed to a decline in communal spirit and trust. Janson' s

."socialistic, theocratic comir.unlty" was short-lived; Bishop Hill

Colony dissolved in 1861, only eight years after its incorporation.

4. Land Holdings

In 1850 the pattern of land ownership had been established. At

that time, the property of the colony had been held in the names of

various individuals. But when cny of these colony members died, their

estates must be administered upon, sold by order of the court and pur-

chased for the benefit of the colony. As the wealth of the colony
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Increased, the system became more complex.

When the colony became a legal corporation in 1853, the number

of trustees was fixed at seven. The first trustees were Jonas Olson,

Jonas Ericson, Jacob Jacobson, Jonas Kronberg, Swan Swanson, Olof

Johnson, and Peter Janson.

On May 6, 1854, by-laws were adopted. According to these rules,

"any person sustaining a good moral character might become a member

by transferring the absolute owneret.ip of his property to the board

of trustees and suscribing to the by-laws." The by-laws also pro-

vided that "the property and industry and the proceeds therefore be-

longing to the colony should constitute a common fund." The regula-

tions and the by-laws gave the trustees power and control over all the

property at Bishop Hill. Without informing the members, the trustees

could buy, transfer property, and sign contracts on behalf of the

colony. However, this system changed because of new regulations which

restricted the powers of the trustees. The trustees were no longer

allowed to tiransact any business without consulting the colony at

general meeting.

When the colony gave up communism in 1861, it divided its assets

equally with the Individualization of property. Each man and woman

over 35 received a share
o;f

the timber, personal property, and communal

lands (12,000+ acres In 1861) . Typically, an individual acquired 22 ,.

acres of land, a two acre timber lot, one town lot, equal interest in

livestock, and assorted farm implements and household items. Colonists

under 35 received 12-15 acres of land, with special trusts established

for wives and children. The Colony also dispersed as a religious organi-

zation, and Jansonism disappeared as a religious sect in Sweden. Bishop

Hill Colony became known as Bishop Hill.

^fii^'H!
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D. DEMISE OF THE COLONY (AFTER 1862)

1. Causes of Failure

The dlslnregtption of the colony began in 1857, and there were

numerous causes. The Crimean Depression, financial mismanagement by

the trustees, the "breaking up of religious ties", the relntroductlon

of celibacy, and the "importation of new ideas" all played a part.

The colonists, however, continued to worship God, to plant and harvest

their fields, to produce a variety of manufactured products, to erect

new buildings, to educate their children, and to live the essentially

simple life that they had always lived. They showed a continuous optlj

ism for the future of the Bishop Hill "heaven on earth", but their

young people

as they grew up and learned something of the world around

them, demanded greater freedom in amusement, more varied

development, more liberty of thought and action, and more
to do with the management of the ccTony's affairs. . . .

Large numbers of them left the colony for the outside

world, and their going drained the colony of Its most

vigorous life. (Charles Nordhoff, The Corrmunistlc Societies of

the United States , p. 347, as quoted in Erdahl, pp. 564-65)

The colonists came to the new world hoping to build a better life

and they did, based first on religious freedom and next on economic

equality. With the loss of their spiritual leader the cohesion of the

community was unattended. Individuals with different approaches

directed the financial Interests of the colony with their own inevi-

table many visions. It is an old story of people who followed and

trusted their religious leader and his associates. With the loss of

the leader they continued to follow the associates. And over time

corruption and vested interest changed the colony from a commune to a

parcelling out of community properties to individuals. Squabbling,

rumors, and property assessments centered around Qlof Johnson, which

finally led to a series of legal maneuvers that took twelve years to

settle. This dispute, known as the Colony Trial, ended in compromise

in 1879.
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Whlle the lack of responsible leadership was the main cause of

the demise of the community where were other reasons. The community

had not allowed the railroad to pass through Bishop Hill and as a

result could not gain Its economic benefits. The railroad was located

In Galva which prospered at Bishop Hill's expense, losing 500 colonists

to Galva the first year (Poison, p. 59).

Also, though banned, ner^spapers and magazines did find their way

into town, and this knowledge of the outside world helped stimulate

the departure of the young people.

Religious Indifference had replaced their initial religious enthu-

siasm. No one dogma took root in the colony, although they tried

several brands, but not all followed one. Religion could no longer

give cohesion to the community.

2. Historical Geography

Understandably, more work has been done by historic preservationists

in Bishop Hill related to the Jansonlst period, but there can not be

neglect of the historical geography of the post-Jansonlst period of

1862 to 19A6 if there is to be a better perspective on the historical

context of Bishop Hill.

The dissolution of the Bishop Hill Colony proceeded during the

Civil War through the individualization of property, but it should

be noted that people only received parts of buildings. This may

have been one factor which encouraged ex-colonists to out-migrate

from Bishop Hill.

On February 2, 1870, Bishop Hill was granted town status. Thus,

Bishop Hill was well on the way to complete secularization of the

community by this time. With the advent of increased mechanization of

agriculture in the late nineteenth century and in the early twentieth

century, it seems logical to assume that there was Increased out-

migration from Bishop Hill. As transportation systems improved,

patronage of commercial functions in larger urbanized centers became

possible, and the decline of Bishop Hill retail and service areas

reflected the Impact of rising automobile ownership in the area. Even

though there was Individualization of property continuing through and
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beyond World War I, the Old Colony structures were not receiving

sufficient upkeep. In 1978 the "Big Bri^k" burned dovm due to care-

lessness (Widen, p- ^26), and by 1946 the villc^,;: government recognized

that it did not have the resources to re' in the Old Colony Church.

Thus the "lost" period of the hlctorical gao^raphy of Bishop Hill of

the post-Janscnist eras ended with the a:;3umptlon by the Si^.te of Illi-

nois of maintenance for the Old Colony Church in 1946. This act set

a precedant for the post-Jansonist period cf 1946 to the present which

has been oriented to historic pio?ervation activities which will be

,;^.
discussed in a following sdcticn.

3. Sever ir.p, of Ties wllh Swec'en

The original Bishop Hill colon.'.sts followed their fanatical leader

to America to escape religioin persecution in Sweden. History maintains

that Sweden v-i, at t'lat tlrae, under the rule of enlightened monarchs

who endeavored to lichtc the lot of t^s peasant. Before the Jan-sonlst

_,. migration, IJerrsauotte di.:! Ir.'ccd ra.listributc the ta:: burden and intro-

duce cocpulsory educatilon. Ills sen, 0.-5cr»r, give wcnen equal property

j.^ _
rights. Yet the custom; of primogeniture regained the law, so that the

number of landlords renained etatic. The situation viJi intolerable for

younger sons of r.ny £:riition. The United nvniber cf occupations may

have been a factor in persuading people to throw In their lots with Jan-

son. It certainly ccv.tributed to the largi nunber of Swedish emigrants

attracted to other parts of Anorlca.

The Janconis'.a, pen'ocutc-'. Ly reilgicjss estibl^.ohmentarians, as well

,88 by harsh condition.-' of life, felt no loyalty to their r.other country.

Their religion arid their leader oncouragefj them to sever their links with

Sweden. They w^.cheJ -o le:'.'j a pure, ascetic life. Only such basic habits

as lansfagc? , cooking, and ti:e dceign of hard-c-tde iK-.lements remained

unchanged. The colonlstr; r.lso wanted to become part of their new home-

land. Cautious at first, they limited colony contact with the surround-

ing neighborhood. Tl'ie colony tried to be self-supporting. For those

things it could not produce, it gre-v' money crops and produced commercial

goods for trade. English .jus taUfjht to all the children of the colony.
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Travel lines were encouraged to pass through.

Segregated chough it was, the Bishop Hill Colony was more Ameri-

can than Swedish, the typical melange of old world and new. Their

austere cosmnunistic way of life bore no resemblance to Swedish culture

of the times. Their architecture, the only unusual survival in Bishop

Hill, was dictated by their new life style, the available building

materials, and their German bricklayer August Bandholtz.^

With the death of Janson and the later dissolution of the Colony,

the religious ascetisia also faded. The ban on worldly entertainments

was relaxed. The trickle of new Swedish immigrants reinforced some

of the gayer Swedish traditions, as well as the spoken tongue.
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E. RECENT ACTIVITIES (SINCE 19A6)

1. Preservation Efforts

Organized preservation efforts In Bishop Hill began In 1946,

when the State of Illinois acquired the Colony Church building. The

structure was previously owned by the village of '^IsVop Hill;

however, the church needed a new roof, and the village could not

afford the cost of repair. In the same year, the Old Settlers

Association of Henry County purchased the Colony School building.

Restoration on the church was not begun until 1950. Over a

two year period the foundation, exterior, roof, and stairway were

restored.

Very little in the way of preservation was done from 1951 until

1962, when the Bishop Hill Heritage Association was formed. It is

Ircnlc that an organization dedicated to the preservation was

founded in the rubble of destruction. The demolition of the Bakery

and Brewery building was the catalyst for the formation of the

Heritage Association. In 1963 the "Heritage" (as it is commonly

referred to be the members of its board of directors) purchased

the Colony Steeple building.

As momentum to preserve the colony structures increased, private

citizens became interested in the history of Bishop Hill. In 1965,

one resident, Ms. Edla Warner, researched family histories of village

residents .

In 1966, the three story brick structure northeast of the public

square was purchased by the Heritage Association. During the "colony

period" the building had served as the blacksmith shop.

Inancd lately prior to the purchase of the building bji the Heritage,

it had housed the fire department for the Bishop Hill Fire Protection

District. The Heritage moved the large overhead front door which fronted

on Bishop Street. They rebrlcked the front of the building, and restored

the rear wall to its original condition. One year later, in 1967, the

Heritage bought the Colony Store. The building had suffered significant

damage on the south and west exterior walls. The owner /occupant could

not afford the cost of repair, thus precipitating the sale. During the
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course of the year, a Swedish historian came to Bishop Hill to

review documents from the colony period. The dialect of Swedish

spoken by the Jansonists has little in common with modern Swedish.

It was felt that an expert might be able to link the colony and its

inhabitants with the land they left.

The Bjorklund Hotel was built by the people of Bishop Hill

as a money-making proposition. It offered overnight accommodations

to stagecoach travelers between Peoria and Rock Island. The struc-

ture was acquired by the State of Illinois; in 1968. Restoration did

not begin until .1973.

Mara Eiche, an archivist from Sweden, came to Bishop Hill in

1972. His task was tb review and transcribe documents, and assist

in establishing the archives, Judging by the present condition of

the archives, Mr. Eiche 's time was well spent.

Also during 1972, James M. Hobbs did a study on Bishop Hill

entitled Historic Sites and Planned Tourist Development: The Case of

Bishop Hill, Illinois . Hobbs, a student at Knox College in Galesburg,

Illinois, undertook the project to "determine how Bishop Hill might

be improved as a historic site for expanded use by tourists". His

findings paralleled many aspects of a master plan for Bishop Hill,

done by Scruggs and Hammond, a planning firm in East Peoria, Illinois.

The Scruggs and Hammond plan done for Henry County in 1968, suggested

the development of Bishop Hill as a major Swedish cultural center in

the United States. The plan called for the development of a satellite

commercial area, two-thirds of a mile south of the historic district.

This area could provide the visitor with accommodations and activities

not necessarily related to Bishop Hill. Camping and water-oriented

recreation were two possible uses suggested by the plan. As of this

writing, the Scruggs and Hammond proposals have not been acted upon

by the Village Board.

Restoration of the Bjorklund Hotel was begun in 1973. The exterior

was completed in 1976.

Evidence of the outbuildings associated with the Colony Church was

discovered in 197A. Students from nearby Knox College, in Galesburg,

Illinois, determined the location of the cob house and the coal house
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from old photographs. An archaeloglcal dig In the area did locate

the outbuildings. Archaeloglcal work by Knox students has determined

the location of the Colony Grain Scale (at the southeast edge of the

public square) as well as the site of a basement well on the north

side of the BJorklund Hotel.

2. Organizations

Since State Involvement began at Bishop Hill In 19Af>, efforts

toward historic preservation have been made by Individual citizens,

private and municipal groups, as well as social and paternal organi-

zations. The arrav of organizations, their purposes and roles, and

their responsibilities toward historic preservation are not clear at

first; glance. Bishop Hill today, with a population of less than 200,

only a fraction of Its size during the high pioneer days, would seem

to be an orderly, rural community with Its sights set on continuing

life In a physical atmosphere of Jansonlst communism. But, is' this a

true picture? What are the goals and Interests of the various organi-

aations; and how have they managed to work so well together?

The major organizations are, in categorical order with their date

of establishment or first active date at Bishop Hill:

a. PRIMARY GROUPS

1946 The Illinois Department of Conservation

1962 The Bishop Hill Heritage Association and its auxiliary.

The Friends of Bishop Hill

The Village of Bishop Hill Board of Trustees

b. SECONDARY GROUPS

1875 The Old Settlers Association of Henry County

-- circa 1890 The Henry County Historical Society

Bishop Hill Volunteer Firemen

private individuals of Bishop Hill
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c. TERTIARY GROUPS

1967 Vasa Lodge #683

The American-Scandinavian Foundation

The Swedish Pioneer Historical Society

The Royal Neighbors of America

A general sketch of each organization will clarify their separate

functions; but, something should be said about the commonalities of

all the groups and the community make-up. First, the expressed intent

of each organization is well understood at the community level and

active roles are efficient in the sense that little overlap exists

among the efforts of two or more groups. Second, memberships often

have similar roll-calls, as one person may belong to several organi-

zations — the officer levels are exceptional. This is probably not

unusual for any community, though greatly evident at Bishop Hill because

of its relatively small size. Third, the State of Illinois, the federal

government, and these community groups combine efforts at the local

level quite nicely; hut, the community level provides leadership, sets

priorities, stimulates action, and makes most decisions regarding

historic preservation at Bishop Hill. Thus, the community is the

driving force toward preservation, as it should be.

Individually, the organizations of Bishop Hill can be separated

into three distinct categories: a) Those primary groups expressly con-

cerned with preservation efforts, and with decision making capacity;

b) the secondary groups with input but lesser impact, and with non-

expanding future roles in praservation; and c) the tertiary groups that

can exist at Bishop Hill because of its rich history, and should not

be relied upon for major efforts toward historic preservation.

a. The Primary Groups

We have already seen the role of the State Department of

Conservation and Ronald Nelson, as its regional historian;
It is a primary organization at Bishop Hill. The Village
Board of Trustees, also a primary force, fulfills the need
for a concerned local government. The third primary force,
and the most important for local preservation is the Bishop
Hill Heritage Association.
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The Bishop Hill Heritage Association was formed In 1962
for the purpose of preserving and restoring? the village of

Bishop Hill as a "living community" In which village re-
sidents would continue their lives amid the remnants of
the Bishop Hill Colony Period.

The history of the Heritage Association has been one of
sensitive acceptance of responsibility. By 1962 the Colony
Brewery and Bakery building had been recently razed. And
when it was clear that the deteriorating Blacksmith Shop
and the Steeple Building could easily meet with n-'^lnllar

fate, the snail but influential Heritage Association was
formed. It began in the living room of Merrill Nystron
where fifteen community members pooled their funds to buy
the Blacksmith Shop and Steeple Buildlnp.

In 1969 the Colony Store and Post Office Building was

acquired by the Heritage Association. And in 1974, the
Krusbo House was added to their list of responsibilities.
It should be stressed however that the Heritage Association
is not a wealthy organization In need of more philanthropic
endeavors, father, they rely on donations, income from

sponsored events, and the sales profit of the newly-opened
Colony Gift Store. In this sense, expansion of the

Heritage Association will come only out of need as they are
not willing nor financially able to take over those sites

already being preserved.
The complete role of the Heritage Association as a pri-

mary group in Bishop Hill can be appreciated when the finan-
cial efforts to date are analyzed. Though it is a sketchy
record, the story is one of efficient use of public and

private funds toward historic preservation. The Assocla-
,

tion now has five structures:

Steeple Building acquired 1963 in constant use

Blacksmith Shop acquired 1966 in constant use

Colony Store and Post Office acquired 1969 In use since 1975

Krusbo House acquired 197A In disrepair
. . .['»

barn to be placed near Krusbo acquired 1975 In disrepair
House

The Heritage Assoclaton, with a total expenditure of

$54,490, including a federal grant of $14,730, has completed
the Colony Store and PaJst Office as of Its opening 25 May
1975. They have also maintained the Steeple Building which
now houses the Heritage Association archives and the Henry
County Historical Society Museum. The latter shares visitor I
revenue vrlth the Heritage Association. And they have main-
tained the Bla<:ksmith Shop which offers space for the crafts

programs presented under the direction of Mary Jane Atkinson
and the Bishop Hill Community Club, which is sponsored by
the Heritage Association.
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The Bishop Hill Village Board of Trustees, as a primary
group, have interests other than those of purely historic

preservation. Yet it can be said that this is their main

concern, to maintain the historic sense of place of Bishop
Hill and its livability as a community. This may be an

expressed or assumed goal; nonetheless it exists.

b. The Secondary Groups
While the primary groups of Bishop Hill may be most impor-

tant regarding the present and future preservation efforts of

the village, a secondary group should be noted for its role
as well. The Old Settlers Association, it can be said, took

up the sword for preservation shortly after the state in

Bishop Hill. In 1952, they bought the Colony School and

continue to maintain it as a meeting place. Until that time
the Colony School was in use as the community school, but by
1951 a new school had been built at Bishop Hill for grades
one through four .

The early history of the Old Settlers Association was also
a preseirvation effort, but of a different sort. Known then as
the Old Settlers Association of Henry County, their first

meeting was held in Hanna Grove, on 13 August, 1875. 3000
attended this reunion in celebration of their pioneer days
and early struggles on the prairies of Illinois. On 11 August
1876 the reunion was held at Geneseo Park, and on 10 August
1877 the third meeting formed at Cambridge. This tradition
continued many years until the Old Settlers Association of

Henry County took the name of the Henry County Historical

Society at Bishop Hill.
The Old Settlers Association revived itself in 1896; as a

reunion and to retain interest in the settlement era of the

nineteenth century. Since that time the Old Settlers have
functioned as a social organization sponsoring dinners and

special events that recently included the "open kettle stew
in the park" during the special Old Settlers Day in the Fall,
and the Jul Marknad (Christmas Market) sponsored with VASA
and the Heritage Association. .With a abobetshlp of less than

100, the Old Settlers intend to function socially, and are

financially unable to preserve more than the Colony School.
Other secbhdary groups on the scene at Bishop Hill are

less Important regarding historic preservation, but still

play a role in the functioning of the community and the image
of Bishop Hill as it is presented to the visitor. The Bishop
Hill Volunteer Firemen, for example, sponsor yearly the
Fourth of July celebration. The Henry County Historical

Society, located in the Steeple Building, presents an on-

going display of local and regional significance. The funds
from visitor donations to the museum aee shared with the

Heritage Association, going back to the preservation efforts.
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The last secondary group to be considered here are those

private Individuals who are property ovmern of Bishop Hill

sites. These people face the responsibility and cost of

maintenance alone. Edla Warner and Ed Hepner , among others,
are doing a good job of preservation and restoration, but,
the Investment Is costly and the returns, other than self-

satisfaction, are slow to come.

g. The Tertiary Groups

The tertiary groups at Bishop Hill and their roles evolve

around the preservation activity of the primary groups. Most

active of the tertiary groups is the Vasa Lodge "683 which
was chartered In 1967. The officers of this lodge and about
70% of the 100-plus members are from the Bishop Hill community
Their active role at Bishop Hill Includes support for various
events: but, the professed role of Vasa Is to promote th^ \

cultural heritage of Sweden and its links to the United States,
and to trace the ancestry of its own members. In 1974 the Vasa

organization located its national archives at Bishop Hill.

Presently the archives are In an Infant state and Incomplete
for s6tlou8 research work; and Vasa continues to function

only socially at Bishop Hill.
Other tertiary groups that have been Involved at Bishop

Hill In the past are the Swedish Pioneer Historical Society,
the Ailierlcan-Scandlnavlan Foundation, and the Poyal Neighbors
of Aihferlca. These groups need only he mentioned in the con-

text of historic preservation efforts. They do not have the

resources to apply to Bishop Hill and by nature and intent

are paternal organizations.

Other Activities

Since 1970 Bishop Hill has received national recogtilelon in

historic preservation. In that year the historic district surrounding

and including the Old Colony Church and the park were placed on the

National Register of Historic Places. Local concern for retaining

the other Bishop Hill Colony buildings resulted in the enactment of

historic district zoning by the village government in 1972. From

1972 to ..the present there has been Increased tourism in Bishop Hill

and increased in-mlgratlon of modern craftsmen and craftswomeo.

Bishop Hill's historical geography from before 1976 has resulted

in the Bishop Hill of the present being a delicate, historical eco-

system, '^?hat this community will be in the future depends upon how

the resources of Bishop Hill of the present are developed.
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rr. BISHOP HILL TODAY

This part of the class report takes stock of what the students

found when they spent three days at Bishop Hill looking, talking,

reading, listening, measuring, and trying to understand the many

facets of a small but complex place. The materials are presented

as a collection of impressions from varied points of view, followed

by an overall summary in the form of a "balance sheet".

A. SEEING BISHOP HILL

1. Visual Character

The distinct character of Bishop Hill cannot really be captured

on film - it must be experienced. For the way the park is situated

In relation to the buildings is important.

To start with, a town must be looked at from the entrance into it

because that is what is going to be seen first. Entering from the

south, rolling farmland is passed for miles. This has a very nice

effect on the viewer. Almost out of nov;here tall shade trees appear,

they capture the eye. One almost feels drawn into the village by the

cool air the trees create and their tunnel-like presence. Once In

the village, stately homes can be seen amongst the trees, j* little

farther along on the left is the solid brick wall of the Colony Store

with hollyhocks growing next to it. The Steeple Building on the oppo-

site comer is blocked from view (at least in summer) by a maple tree.

Parking is straight ahead in front of original colony buildings.
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Comlng from the east, again farmlatid Is doninant. After driving

down a hill and crosslnp, a small bridge the landscape begins to appear

more populated. A fev houses are oeen and the trees get denser. On

the right is a cemetery with an avenue of trees leading into It. The

rest of the cemetery Is open to thj streat. Continuing straight a

small, white, square concrete block building is on the left. Because

of its stark nature the building lurupd cut at the vlewei and insults

his eyes. On the right the backside of the Steeple Building a{l>pea'rs;

also the fence that surround; whe p^rk is visible. It gives the im-

pression of orderliness.

Driving south, once again the rollln<? farmscape appears on both

sides. It lets the imagination .^ee without too niuch difficulty the

viev; the colonists might have seen. From a distance the clock on

the Steeple Building is visible if looking carefully among the trees.

The village is noticeably set en a tilll. It ctcms to be a hill of

trees until getting cloaci". After crorjlag a bridg;^ on the Edwards

River, the comer of the Colony Church shows through the foliage,

inviting traveler.^ up the Mil. Once upon the hill there Is a string

of barren-looking stri'cfjrDs t'r.a- ccntrndlct tli3 first impressions of

welcoming. Two coramcrclal signs jurp ont of their settinp as they are

passed. Sitting next i:o the Colony Church is a nondescript tavern.

Once past these e}'esores, the park avA some of the colony buildings

are visible.

Coming from the west brings one into the recldential part of the

colony structures. Tt 1? v^ry similar to the othijr three entrances,

although not as dramatic a?- tl-.c riDfth Oi." £,c•J^.h-

After driving Into tc/^\, h majovity of cavb are parked on the

east side of the park. Thlc neCc th:::'' in the. v/ny, reducing the chann

of the village. A string oi: jctal a-_d slr.3e .?inor.g3t brick and foliage

does not blend too well. Surroundins the: paric arc four asphalt streets

that are cracked, brok".;, auc! patched. This, aloag with some concrete

sidewalks, detracts frcn^ the bnildlnKf. by the fact that they are easily

identifiable as being from a differ :..;l'"d.
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Walklng Into the center of the park Is almost like helnp, outside

the town. It gives one a feeling of enclosed spaciousness. Tall

trees give the viewer a defined vertical space. There is plenty of

room above but It is limited, giving It human scale - one that a

person can describe oc compare It to.

The grade of the land Is sloping due to the ravine that once

ran through the western end. This creates a "wall" for the east-

ern side, where most street traffic occurs. The white fence that

totally encloses the park can be seen partially through the

foliage. It blocks out for the most part any cars that may be

parked along its perimeter.

The north side of the square is divided into two parts. The first

is a row of commercial buildings. On the corner Is a tavern; it does

not face the park but its major dimension does. The wall is without

any breaks In its surface except for a door and a few high windows; it

appears as bleak as exposed concrete. It is very noticeable because

of its bareness and lack of coiriDatlbility with the colony structures.

Down from the tavern are a couple turn-of-the-century buildings, ^^hen

walking down the street (Bjorklund), the change from the wooded park

on one side to the bare shops on the other is very noticeable.

The east side of the square consists of three colony buildings.

The Steeple Building on the corner and the two similar brick buildings;

the Carriage and Wagon Shop and the Blacksmith Shop. These three

along with the telephone poles, form a corridor straight down the

street. Across from these is a row of large shade trees, different

in texture from the other side of the itreet.

On the south side are four colony buildings in a row. This creates

a nice continuity along the street, ''ixed between these buildings are

trees that tie together the south ride of the street with the north

(containing the park). Also the street following the contour of the

park, slopes down as it goes west. This change of level helps to

separate this street from the main part of tw^n.

A hill on the west side of the park almost Isolates the homes that

sit on it, serving to confine visitors to the park area. Greenery
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along here also' blends in with that of the park.

2. Landscape Character '

The contemporary landscape shows both change and continuity with

the.^iolony period. -The remaining colony structures in restoration;

the pai;'k and street trees are mature although the elms have succumbed

^,^i)d.are replaced by young ash and silver maple. The square is now

filled in with an odd lot of modest one-story frame cotnmercial struc-

tures that reflect the reduced circumstances and population of Bishop

Hill, The yards of the dwellings about town remain unfenced and

present the visitor with impressions of great swatches of green periodi-

cally accented by the vertical element of a house. Farmsteads are

close by and ring the town enclosing it with a sense of 'trabqullity,

se,renity, and isolation much as the sod wall barrier of the colony

.pjeripd, was-.to dp. Farther out are large prosperous farms of corn and

spy. beans that have replaced the communal landscape. This sens6 of

momentary stillness is due in part to the less than 200 people' who

compose the present population.

ir It is not an especially prosperous tovira if one looks at the

dwellings which in, most instances are modest, old, and some in need of

repair. Trailers are also dotted about, and their landscaping and

paths indicate they are Intended to be permanent dwellings . The ex-

terior landscaping about the houses is meager or ladklng altogether,

much as dep:}.cted ii) the painting by Krans- -who chronicled the colony

period. Most h^ive small vegetable plots; flowers seetd less common;

t;he, dominant flower seems to be the perennial hollyhock that edges'"

%pLe narrow spots around the colony buildings.

,;..,,, The park is once more enclosed by a restored picket fence; the

gazebo recently jrebuilt;, young trees replace the dead. Most of the

trees in the park are oaks and some sugar maples; predominant is 'this

silver maple and some sycamores, trees of wet areas and presumably

moved up from the ravine when it was filled in. The brick walks that

replaced the board sidewalks in the late nineteenth century in many

areas have been freed from the grass that had grown over them; around

the Colony Church the board sidewalks have been replaced. Houses on
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the west side of the park are well kept nnd are sited far up on the

west bank of the one extant ravine; a small prove of trees and shrubs

planted almost 20 years ago now form a dense thicket between two

dwellings. The remains of the ravine, north of the baseball field

that takes the place of the former Big Brick and Bakery, Is densely

overgrown with thick, almost Impenetrable, underbrush and Its signi-

ficance Is lost. Vistas of the area are available from the Steeple

Building and will become available from the Bjorklund Hotel when

its restoration is complete.

The commercial area on the east side of the souare, the first

view of tourists, is less attractive and a visual discrepancy with

the more monumental colony structures. The kind of order envisioned

and partially imposed earlier is absent; beside the Colony Church is

an ugly box-like building that is a tavern; Immediately a part of the

Church yard is a private dwelling that faces constant intrusion from

tourists who assume it a part of the tour. The tovm lacks a visual

focal point, an area or structure that identifies the tovm and attracts

people. One sees Instead a few shops that lack visual relationship to

each other or to the colony structures and vThich are not especially

appealing. Around some are debris and old outbuildings stand about in

various aspects of decay. The usual haphazard development over the

years of businesses often inappropriate to an area, along with less

carefully thought-out conveniences of the 20th century, namely the

distracting overhead power lines, and high street lighting and the

telephone booth plunked dwjn in the midst of the colony structures all

add to the visual confusion. Structures no longer used and in decay

have not been removed. This kind of iumble adds to the problem the

residents complain of; the intrusion of tourists on private property.

The tourists add further problems because of limited parking and not

well defined routes for them. All these problems will increase as

tourism grows.
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B. UNDERSTANDPrn RTSHOP HILL AND ITS PEOPLE

1. Heritage

Today we still find Swedish spoken by the elders of Bishop Hill.

Classes In the Swedish language are held for those who wish to learn.

Renewed interest In the background of the Colony has led the citizens

to revive or Invent connnunlty, through activities such as the Christ-

mas market, Ma1 brossan and the Autumn Hays Festival. There 1"^ a

temptation to Import more such customs from Sweden than the Colonists

ever did.

Citizens of Bishop Hill still keep up with their relations In

Sweden. There are visits back and forth, but no change In Bishop Hill

because of them. Swedish members of the Vasa organization visit

Bishop Hill members with a similar lack of cultural exchange. The

citizens of Bishop Hill seem content with their present American way

of life in their own homes.

2. Atmosphere

The social fabric of Bishop Hill is tightly woven; 60-70% of the

population descends from the Colony. Most others are Swedish. Histori-

cal ties are so strong that one 50-year resident (born in Victoria,

Illinois) commented, "I sort of weaned in on everything."

The community was described in 1859 as an "enterprising and thrifty

class" (Swank, 1965); the impression has not changed much. Craftsmen

are dedicated to their trades, shopkeepers to their businesses. Most

look upon Bishop Hill as a living museum, a personable, quiet town.

There remains a communal spirit — "you can go off and leave your door

open" — and perhaps the only fear is that of commercialization. "I

don't want to look down the street and see a McDonalds," said one

store manager.

Despite a firm entrenchment in Swedish history, there is a per-

vasive "Amerlcan-before-Swede" philosophy amongst Bishop Hill residents.

Consequently, remnants from the old country are few, although several

Colony crafts have survived — and a visitor can still Indulge in Swe-

dish pancakes.
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In October of each year. Bishop Hill celebrates Jordbrukdagama

(Agriculture Days). Festivities include demonstrations of a wide

variety of crafts, from flax spinning to rope making; agrarian

activities, such as corn planting, 1846 style; and 19th century

games for childcen. For two days visitors (as well as residents)

are given a small taste of Colony life. This "tourist education"

is Important to the town, according to the president of the Heritage

Association who said, "We want to teach them something." Bishop

Hill, as a living museum, has many lessons to offer.

3. Social Structure

One who is trying to understand Bishop Hill's social structure

must first look at the elements at the center core. Bishop Hill,

by all accounts, should not exist on the Illinois prairie landscape;

it should have gone the way of the horse and carriage. Somehow, it

has maintained its 1800 's town meeting atmosphere and simplicity.

But, at the same time. Bishop Hill has as many complex elements as

any large urbanized area. Large state funding coming In, the main-

tenance of urban services, the policing and welfare of 60,000 tourists

coming in yearly, and the upkeep of large building structures has

all been achieved in a town with a population under 200.

The core elements that hold Bishop Hill together are the leaders

of the Heritage Association, the Old Settlers Association, the

Village Board, and Ron Nelson, resident historian for the State of

Illinois. This core group turned the decay and decline of Bishop

Hill around in the last few years. This group tends to be very

conservative in their views of rebuilding Bishop Hill. They are

trying to keep the continuity and the fine woven fabric of the

community Intact. They are trying to maintain a living community

with a small town flavor which will also be a living educational

experience. They do not want it to become a sterile environment,

a no-man's land with no people and just buildings. In trying to

establish goals to maintain this environment they have established

a historic district within Bishop Hill which is controlled by strict
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zonlng laws. In their efforts to control the total crrvlronment

around Bishop Hill they are losing some elements to save others.

In controlling they also limit the free and lucid quality of the

life they wish to preserve.

If Bishop Hill is to maintain its autonomy it must control

its growth. In growth you have reduplication, in reduplication

you have waste and waste is the destroyer of the Lvis-^n environment.

Bishop Hill should never allow itself to be bogged down by heavy

bureaucratic raachlnery. In a bureaucratic system outside elements

replace the very personal fabric of the small town community. With

each new Influx, the original weave is altered and ruined. I am •

not saying Bishop Hill cannot have outside elements or outside input;

but Bishop mil must be selective about what they choose. In change

something old is always lost; therefore the community must see the

further implication of these elements and how they will affect the

continuity. One of the main elements in continuity of Bishop Hill

is that people talk to each other. They communicate and have a

dontinous dissemination of information throughout the community.

These lines of communication must continue to function if Bishop Hill

is to function. In the dissemination of information, people are

educated on issues that affect their everyday lives. This is why the

community is so well educated on the history and legislation that

affects their town.

Bishop Hill at present is at a crossroads as far as its future

is concerned. Decisions made at this point will set the foundation

for the next ten years. Private rectors outside Bishop Hill are

finding what is happening a very interesting phenomenon. Business

ventures wanting to locate in Bishop Hill are in the near future for

this community. Bishop Hill has taken the first step in zoning the

historic' district. This is a physical element of conforming building

patterns. But the anthropological question is how to tie a self-

interest group with a vested interest group without causing sttess

and stralh in the community fabric. If a group Invests funds in the

'"Bishop Hill community they will expect returns 6n their investment
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and sometimes economic decisions do not take into account the human

element or the populace at large.

At present the core elements all carry out specialized functions

which have very little overlap. They have Input and communication

between each other and no consolidation of power in any sector of

this group. The core model functions on a fundamental pluralist

principle that there is no single element which is sovereign. Be ause

of the multiple center of power it tames power with the consent of

all, settling conflicts peacefully. T.^thln this core, individuals

have a strong identification and affiliation with the solidarity

within the groups at the core. The solidarities overlap and cut

across each other in a complex way which creates multiple memberships,

linking individuals on different subjects of the core elements..

There is open access to the community leadership and every

individual can get a hearing. The dissatisfied individual is en-

couraged to translate his dissatisfaction into political demands,

if he is able to find coalition with partners, they are able to form

a political reform by consensus to remedy the unsatisfactory condition.

There is a sufficiently large number of individuals so that no one

individual can dominate. Coalitions are fluid and impermanent, being

formed more or less for each issue or, at least, for each class of

issue. Issues partition Individuals in different ways so that many

individuals who are not in a present coalition are potential coalition

partners on subsequent Issues. Because one coalition is set against

another, povrer itself will be tamed and the issue will not be pushed

through, but can be held up until a constituency can be mobilized on

the issue and its merits. ^Then a political system fits this pattern,

it neither dominates nor is it rigid. No group will become dominant.

What I have stated above is the political system that Bishop

Hill has practiced unknowingly. I am not trying to give It a name

but I am trying to identify the elements and the situations in which

it does and does not work. I am trying to understand the access route

of political challenge and how to keep the access routes open to in-

dividuals in the community. They can never let self-interest override
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the Interest of the comnunlty. Bishop Hill must always be viewed

as a total entity and never as sections of an entity. Continuity la

what makes Bishop Hill worth preserving, and what makes Bishop Hill

unique In l')76. Continuity In the Bishop Hill community Is also

applied In a time sense, In that nothing can happen out of sequence.

Motels cannot be built Indlscrlmlnantly , houses cannot be built In-

dlscrlmlnantly , people cannot be moved Indlscrlmlnantly. Each element

In the coiranunlty must be seen In sequences, and the Informal network

of Interaction must be taken into account whenever any change is pre-

scribed. An example of this would be moving the baseball field out

of the reach of the community wnere It will not best suit the needs

of the community. You have to study the relationship of this activity

in the time and space sequence of its use by the community.

Bishop Hill is a very small political microcosm in the Illinois

prairie that does not truly exist anywhere else. It is a living via-

ble conmunlty . Bishop Hill maintains its frontier attitudes and the

cliche of "neighbor helps neighbor". In reality, neighbor does help

neighbor in this comrnunity. I think that no drastic plan should be

made to depart from the implicit goals of the core element of the

community .

One v/ho is trying to understand Bishop Hill social structure

must first look at personalities of the center core. The main driving

force behind Bishop Hill appears to be Ron Nelson, a life long resi-

dent of the community and trained preservationist. Through ''r. Nel-

son's efforts as a historian and the state historic regional super-

visor, he has been able to obtain large fundinr fron the state. He

has also been able to turn Bishop Hill's decline around. The town

is truly grateful for his efforts, hut like most trendsetters, some

feel he is trying to control too much of the growth of the community

and his concepts of esthetic value and accurate record of Bishop Hill

are beglAning to cause factions to fortr within the Arts & Crafts

group and the business comnunlty (I will state at this point that

there is no great movement to "get" Ron Nelson. VThat I am stating is

that these views have not surfaced and may never surface. But they
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are themes that are running through certain sectors of the community) .

Ron Nelson has the unique position of being able to control in-group

fighting, therefore the Arts and Business groups have followed his

lead. He was also raised in Bishop Hill, which makes him part of the

cultural fabric and not an outsider. He la state-employed and does

not derive Income directly from Bishop Hill. He only has social

life-style interest in it, which he feels has no price tag. With

this position Nelson is a central key. Everyone in the core has

direct input into programs affecting Bishop Hill. This is the stable

influence that has kept Bishop Hill on a true course. The pluralist

model must be kept Intact.

Some negative points concerning Ron Nelson are that he is the

center and can delegate power to others in the core. At this time,

he can not be replaced by anyone who will have the same balanced

effect throughout the community. If the community did not Have a

stable vested Interest Group at the core, the power would shift to

the Self Interest Groups. They would have a unified goal-oriented

group. They could put new goals into effect that would change Bishop

Hill. The inner core group must be aware that a group with common

interests will work on those common interest? together (Arts & Crafts

and Private Business Owners.) The Core group must maintain control

on zoning and on private funding. State Funding Programs have controls

built into them, but they too, uncontrolled, can destroy Bishop Hill

by over or*' under funding and bureaucratic red tape. The private

sector must be controlled through zoning, controlled funding, and the

strings that come along with such things.

Zoning of the central area as a historic district has set

another stress point among the buslnesG sector. The community is

trying to understand tourism, but truly they have no idea of what can

or will happen to their community. They want to control who comes

and what they will do. The word "control" outs strings automatically

on growth and what the business miners can do vrith their property.



C. INTERPRETING BISHOP HILL

The word "Interpretation" In the context of a discussion of

historic sites may bring to mind a guide In historic costume, an

llliistrated booklet, or one of those semi-dependable electronic

earphone systems. But Interpretation means much more; as Alderson

and Low explain In their fine new book Interpretation of Historic

Sites , Interpretation

Is an attempt to create understanding .... Tt Includes
not 9nly the spoken, vritten, and audiovisual communication
he /the visitor/" receives from the interpretation staff,
but also a variety of sensory and Intellectual perceptions
he gets because of the quality of the restoration, the

authenticity of its furnishings, and the effectiveness of

Its exhibits. (Alderson and Low, p. 3)

This definition serves nicely as a basis for an examination of the

efforts at interpretation now being made at Bishop Hill.

1. Visual Aspects of Interpretation

Collectively, the exteriors of the tvelve original colony

buildings still standing at Bishop Hill provide one of the most

Important means of understanding the setting in which the Jansonlsts

lived their lives. Thev are visible evidence of the size, scale,

design and atmosphere of the colony, and reminders of the colonists'

orderliness, simplicity, and sensitivity. The exteriors of the

Colony Church, owned by the State of Illinois, and the Steeple

Building and Colony Store, owned by the Bishop Hill Heritage ^ssocia-

tlon, have been carefully restored (although the original roof of the

Steeple Building was flat, not a hip roof as it Is now). The Biork-

lund Hotel is being restored by the state. The Blacksmith Shop,

owned by the B.H.H.A., and the Colony Hospital, recently purchased

by the same organization, have yet to be restored, but these buildings

seem to have retained a great deal of their original appearance. Other

colony buildings are in private hands and some have been treated more

kindly than others. The Colony Aoartment House, for exar^jle, now

owned by Edla Warner, has, with the exception of its shutters, been
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carefully returned to Its original appearance. The Administration

Building next door, on the other hand, hao been brutalized by the

Introduction of picture windows on the ground level of the building,

windows that are not compatible with the house or with surrounding

structures; they are a Jarring exception to the overall high level

of exterior restoration.

The State of Illinois has also attempted to restore the central

park to its original appecrance . A new picket fence and the recon-

struction of the bandshell are helpful in inagl".'.ng the park as it

once was used, but the park laoks the enclosed quality that it must

have had in colony dayj ; there are cevenl ovlglnal buildings on the

east and south sides, but there are no colony buildings on the north

or west.

Several interiors and exhibits are also helpful in interpreta-

tion. The most impressive of these is the sauctuary of the Colony

Church, which has been completed except for the pews in the balcony.

The visitor can see the church as it actually -appeared in 18A8. The

ten rooms on the first .•5tci7 of the church have also been restored,

and two of these have been furnished, or.c as an 1850 interior and the

other as an 1860 interior. All of tV;e items in these rooms were made

In Bishop Hill or v^ere brought there by the colonists. Both rooms

help the viewer to understand how c. family might successfully live

in a single room for several years, and the contrast between them

shows the economic Improvement which took place In those ten years.

Both rooms need the addition of small pcisonal Items.

Tv;o other kinds of f/Chlbitr. are to be found in the Colony Church.

One consists of the Olof Krans paintings ovmed by the State of Illinois.

The Important canvasses which dtplct thj dally life on Bishop Hill

are, without reason, hung in the central hallway; thev are Improperly

lighted and difficult to see. f'othing has been done to protect the

paintings, now worth close to $1,000,000, from extremes of tempera-

ture and moisture, and sone I'orkc are clearly beginning to deteriorate.

Other rooms on the main floor of the church contain a variety of ex-

hibits more or less arranged by theme; for example, one room contains
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the tools used in colony crafts while another explains the emigration

from Sweden to America. Not enough written or oral Interpretation

is provided to allow the visitor to understand everything he sees.

The Steeple Building contains the exhibits of the Henry County

Historical Society. These appear to be little more than a collection

of old things, and even those that are effectively organized are

confusing because it is generally Imposblble to tell which items are

from Bishop Hill and which are fron some location In Henry County. In

many cases the dating of items in a single exhibit is inconsistent.

Eventually the state will restore the Interior of the Bjorklund

Hotel to its 1861 appearance, A highly accurate restoration should

be possible, because the 1875 record of the executor's sale of the

hotel, other records, and at least a dozen pieces of original hotel

furniture are available. The Bjorklund Hotel should provide the

visitor with a clear indication of the manner in which colony visitors

were entertained ,

Some interior restoration has been done to both the Blacksmith

Shop and the Colony Store. Both of these buildings have been put to

adaptive use, however, and the visitor is somewhat distracted from

an examination of their interiors. Eventually the B.HcH.A. would like

to do more restoration of the Blacksmith Shop.

2. Written Aspects of Interpretation

Only one brief brochure concerning the colony Is provided free

of charge to all visitors to Bishop Rill — the 1976 edition of a

pamphlet entitled Bishop Hill Historic Site , prepared by the Department

of Conservation. It contains a short resume of the history of the

colony, brief descriptions and explanations of the Colony Church, the

Krans collection, the Bjorklund Hotel, the Village Square, and a

note about the restorations. It also contains a small highway map

locating Bishop Hill geographically in relation to nearby communities,

and a large map- which shows the sites of the original colony structures.

The brochure leaves many questions unanswered because of its brevity

and because it mentions only those properties owned by the state, and

the brochure's purpose is not entirely clear. Is it intended primarily
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to attract visitors to the site or to Interpret It for ther after

they have arrived?

A number of more detailed brochures can be purchased at the

Colony Store. A Guidebook to Bishop Hill Colony Buildings , by

Betty Guyer, provioes a mlulinum of information about all existing

colony buildings; Bishop Hill: Showcase of Swedish HistOL-y , by

George Swank, has a variety of luf ormatloii but it is poorly organized;

an issue of Historic Piest-rvation includes two brief but interesting

articles on Bishop Hill. Two falirly c:qiensive books are also availa-

ble: Olov Isaksson's bishop Hill, 111.: A Utopia on the Prairie and

George Swank's recent study of Olof Kj/t.s and his works.

Other interpretive pamphlets have baen provided to tourists

in the past, and copies arc now in the archives; at least one, a

one-page description of c valklng tour of Bishop Hill Intended for

visitors to the annual Jordbrukdi^^arna , vould be helpful to all who

come to see the colony.

The archives are located in the Steeple Building; they Include

many useful bboks , pcmphleto, colony records, and photographs. The

supervisor, Miss Edla Warner, i^ niost helpful, and during the past

year Carolyn and Hiram Wilson have orgaulzeJ the material so that any

item may be found with relative ease. A professional archivist is

needed, however, and the collection is being damaged because it is

housed in a structure without temperature or humidity controls.

3. Oral Aspects of Interpretation

At present only a miaicu?! effort is mnde to provide oral inter-

pretation of Bishop Hill. A guide Is provided for groups of tourists

who call or write ahead, but the individual visitor is fortunate if

he finds someone on hand at any biildlr^ other than the Colony Church;

nothing is done to orlen'- hii;. to the v:;ilage, ::nd he usually does not

have enough Information to ask intelllRent av.3stlcns. The four or

five people who presently serve as guides also have other duties to

perform, and there has been no attempt to organize a guide program

or to offer extensive training to the guides, ''orald Nelson admits
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that at present his staff is "failing badly" to Interpret even the

Colony Church to the casual visitor.

4. Other Interpretative Activities

Two other interpretative activities should be mentioned briefly.

A fairly extensive demonstration of colony crafts occurs on Sunday

afternoons from the last week in May until the first week in October.

Pottery-making, silversmi thing, spinning and weaving of flax and

wool, quilting, broom making, blacksmithing, candlemaking, and chair

caning are included. Some craftsmen explain, their arts well, but

others merely demonstrate. Although all crafts represented were

practiced in the colony, some craftsmen produce modern items —
particularly jewelry and pottery — to increase sales. This com—
promise is probably necessary, but it may be confusing to the visitor.

During the first weekend in October the Illinois Department of

Conservation sponsors a fall festival known as Jordbrukdagarna .

This festival, which attracts thoudands of tourists, includes the

demonstration of nearly all colony crafts, a number of agrarian

activities carried on as they were in colony days , and period games

and contests. Since I have never attended a Jordbrukdagarna , it is

difficult to evaluate its effectiveness, but such an activity

certainly could be a significant Interpretive activity.



D. DEVELOPING BISHOP HILL

1. The Economy

Bishop Hill today Is a warm friendly village of less than 200

people tucked between the corn end so/heans in Henry County, Illinois,

The village Is at the beginning of another change. Tourists come to

Bishop Hill, increasing from 19,000 visitors in 1970 to 48,000 in

1975 as shown on thi: registeir in the Colony Church.

The village bOvernment presently receives its largest Income

from sales tax which com^s from the twelve or so buslrcsses that

operate in Bishop Hill. Thcrt are t»o restaurants, one pottery shop,

one blacksmith chop, two gift shops, two antique stores, a hardware

store, a bar, a gaa ctaticn, end a post office, plus the crafts

demonstration program and the crafts people affiliated with it.

It is a small, intiuate conununi'__ , vrhose people are extra-

ordinarily well informed about' the Bishop Hill Colony history. The

past and the preoen*: are linked, in that AO tb 60 per cent of the

residents have ancestors among the original colony settlers. There

are many with long menories and involvements in Bishop Hill, and

there are a few ner-^coir.'.rs -ho hr.vc just begun their lives in Bishop

Hill. The present economic life is 'mall; the residents must travel

to Galva or Kewanee for nearly all goodj ari''. c'zvlces. The business

of Bishop Hill is primarily tourlct oriented, and the people believe

tourist trade to be their future. (Thi? opinion comes from a verbal

poll of the merchants within Bishop Hill.)

2. Tourism

Tourists arrive at Bichcp Hill In their private cars or by

bus. Yet, thsir cart, end bucses remain on the road and mar the

purpose of their coming. Tl'.3 parking strip along the main street

is not sufficient and makes an ugly division between the colony

buildings on the east and the public squace on the west.

Once arriving at Bishop Hill, tourists are greeted in relative

confusion about what they should do. The present layout does not

indicate a "place to st-^t". If the tourists could park their cars,
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walk to a first "main attraction", receive the necessary information

on the history and what remains and then start off on their ova,

they would get the educational value that they expected to find.

An important consideration in discussing tourism in Bishop

Hill is the optimum and maximum level of tourists per yaarv If en

excess of 100,000 visitors arrived in one year, individual attention

could not occur and overcrowding would result. (Hobbs, p. 21) Con-

trol of a maximum level is difficult to obtain, yet too much succecs

would be a disadvantage to the Bishop Hill community.

Throughout the year, a steady paak occurs during the suianer

months due to the increase in activities and festlv \""5V Visitors

do come in the winGer, and an effort to increase tourii.;. during the

slower periods may not be necessary to keep the econcioy stable. Yet,

an increase would occur if future plans include overnight acccnmodatlons .

The following count of tourists per month comas from tha 1975

guest register of the Colony Church, and shows only "rhose who signed

th3 reg^.ster:

January
February
Kar'ch

April
May
Juris

July
Augunt
September

October
November
Deccnber

Bishop Hill is gaining in tourism with each year, a r-.tural and

advantageous occurrence. A jump In the 1970 's occurred xjith an i--

crcace In publicity (from newspaper articles and other media) as well

as a general shift In society's interest.

Total per
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The following shows the growth in tourism over a thirteen

year period (measured in December of each year) .

' Total for year

• 1963 5,484
^••"•'•-- • ' '

1964
• '

6,982
-

, : 1965 9,369

1966 11,063
1967

^ 8,215
1968 16,159

..i^tiv 1969... ;., ,; 19,289 : v ;v:;.

1970 19,019
1971 31,460 ) il: .:;

'
• •••^ 1972- ''-

34,595
'

'

,,:,;- ,.•.^•, •>, ..,.: 1973 ., ..V.,^i:i: 38,102. ••. :,.;.

1974 ^O.^^l

v^ .

-^
.. -j^l^l^ ... .47,920 -: •..

, ..

The source of tourists is mainly within Illinois. A wider

'range would^oe6ur if future highway cdnstruction placed Bishop Hill

on route to other areas. The following chart is from James Michael

Hob^s ',,197 2 report, giving the percentages of the residences of :

tourists.
• •..•.,

Location Percentage

From Illinois 80

More than 35 miles 64

^'

'

Less than 35 miles
'

'

'36

States other than Illinois
'

16

Midwestern states 53

Foreign countries 4

i .''.



E. GOVERNING BISHOP HILL

Political Structure

The rather simple structure of Bishop Hill becomes more complex

when examininp the various governmental units which influence it. Each

level of government provides, or is delegated to provide, certain

services for the tovm. Each level in some v/ay regulates the activities

which can be carried out in and around Bishop Hill, and each level

of government is uniquely responsive to the wishes and control of the

people of Bishop Hill. In this section, the form and type of service

each governmental level provides will be discussed briefly.

a. State of Illinois

The state Is the source of all powers possessed by local, town-

ship, and county governments in Illinois. It performs certain func-

tions such as the conatruction of roads, the setting aside of park

lands, regulation through a legal system, or delegates such functions

to county and township levels of government.

b. Henry County

The county operates In two ways. First, it la an agent of the

state government; it could be thought of as an extension of the state

beyond the capltol. Second, it is autonomous in Its own right; it

provides certain services for citizens of the county without state

supervision or intervention.

Considered as an agent of the state, the following county

officials are needed:

APPOINTED

1. Superintendent of Highways
2. Superintendent of Public Aid

3. Superintendent of County Home
4. County Mine Inspector
5. Assistant State's Attorney
6. Supervisor of Assessment
7. Magistrates
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The following are primarily comity functions of the state:

- Review of assessments and collection of taxes.
- Conduct of elections.
- Recording of legal documents.'
- Law enforcement and administration of justice.
- Construction and maintenance of county roads. and bridges.

_,.
- Welfare activities.
- Supervision of the educational system
- Recording and furnishing copies of vital statistics.
- Zoning and liquor control.

Considered as an autonomous governing body, the county consists

of a board of supervisors. In Henry County, the Board of Supervisors

Is made up of 31 people from the 24 townships in the county. Bishop

Hill has one person on the board. The county board of supervisors

manages the county's funds and conducts county business. It has the

power to levy and collect taxes for county purposes. Among the many

powers of the county, some of the following might have an influence

on preservation efforts at Bishop Hill. The county can autborlze

the Improvement of any county road or state road within the county.

The county board can operate a sanitary land fill, or can contract

with municipal corporations for garbage disposal. The county boird

can control building construction except for farm lands and land

within village limits. The county can buy land, arrange for its

improvement for industrial use, and donate it to the Illinois Indus-

trial Development Authority. The board may form an office of

coordinator of Federal and State aid for assistance in developing

local programs. The main source of revenue for the county is real

and personal property tax. In Henry County, farm lands accounted for

over half of real property taxes in 1975, while town lots accounted

fbr about one-third and personal property about one-sixth the total

property tax.

c. Weller Township

The township is basically a further administrative subdivision

of the state and county levels, and works along with them in performing

services at a local level. The township has corporate power to acquire

real and personal property, make contracts, and raise funds by tax

levy. Township duties include: welfare assistance, building and
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tnalntalnlng rural roads, assessment of property, and preventing the

spread of communicable diseases. The supervisor of Weller ToimBhlp

serves on the Henry County Board of Supervisors.

d. Village of Bishop Hill

The village has the same corporate powers as the township; how-

ever. Its power only extends to the corporate limits of the village.

The village Is responsible for all public services within the cor-

porate limits. Including maintenance of sidewalks, provision for

water, sewers, garbage disposal, zoAlng ordinances, and any other

service which the members of the village deem Important.

e. Special Districts

In addition to state, county, township, and village units of

government Bishop Hill is part of other units organized for special

purposes. It is part of the Bishop Hill Fire Protection District.

Weller Township is in School District 224, which is included within

Junior College District 503.

f. Congressional Districts

Bishop Hill is also in state and federal representational

districts. It Is in state House of Representatives District 39, and

State Senatorial District 36. Bishop Hill is included in the 19th

district of Illinois for the U.S. House of Representatives.

2. Zoning and Control

Of special significance to planning for historic preservation

is the subject for governmental regulation through zoning. The basic

objective of a zoning ordinance is to prevent conflict between

varying uses and methods of use of nelRhboring properties.

The zoning ordinance for the Village of Bishop Hill is a document

conceived by individuals whose apparent understanding of the need for

ongoing regulation of growth and development of the historic district

has produced a thorough law. By the same token, a recurring theme of

maintained vigilance that is woven throughout the ordinance offers

reassurance that the integrity of the district will be secure In the

future. Indeed, assuming enforcement of the ordinance will remain as
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Th« meT« pre«et»ce of law in a society does not Insure Inwful

compliance by individuals or groups within that society. Law is

effective only when It is enforced. In the case of Bishop Hill,

reasonable means of enforcement of the ordinance is vested in the

zoning enforcing officer (whose duties are defined In article X

section 101 of the zoning ordinance). No present threat of capricious

or negligent enforcement of zoning provisions exists. This is due

to both the small size of the village, and the high regard for preser-

vation exhibited by village officials. However, if growth and

development are to occur, enforcement of the zoning restrictions will

become increasingly more Important.

The ordinance is adequate In its present form. It does not

appear to have any weak links. However, the zonlnp ordinance, un-

like other laws, requires constant attention. The key to future

expansion of the historic district, as well as adjacent residential

and comraercial districts ought to be a one-by-one, case-by-cas*

review of each applicant seeking an amendment to the ordinance. The

Zoning PevlCTj Board and the Zoning Enforcing Officer have a unique

opportunity, due to the relatively small size of the village, to

control development in a case-by-case manner.

As plans for the development of the historic district In

particular, and the area in general proceed. It is gratifying to

see the nanner in which the issue of non-conforming uses and struc-

tures is being dealt with. It Is unreasonable to uproot business

people and residents In the name of preservation. Those who have

earned their livings and/or made their homes within the district

should not be caused to relocate. The zoning ordinance treats this

issue with the same sensitivity and respect that greets each visitor

who comes to "bishop Hsll.



F. A BALANCE SHEET

If one stays In Bishop Hill longer than the typical tourist's

brief visit, one obtains an appreciation that the sense of continuity

that is present in the village In terms of buildings is also there

in terms of residents' feelings towards Bishop Hill. Because there

is that attitude present among the residents of Bishop Hill, there

is a high level of concern about the future of the community. Bishop

Hill is at a turning point in its present stage of existence: the •'

delicate balance between tourism as a community asset and tourism as

a community liability is undergoing change in this living, historic

village. However, before it is possible to determine if such change

will have positive and/or negative consequences, it is necessary to

examine the existing situations of Bishop Hill in regard to community

assets and to community liabilities. Every community needs to have

a balance sheet of strengths and weaknesses when planning for the

future, but Bishop Hill particularly needs to assess its current

situation as it is a fragile, historic district ecosystem.

Bishop Kill's assets can be classified into three categories:

people, buildings, and location. Bishop Hill is particularly strong

in regard to people attributes. Family organizations are close-knit

and cooperative. There is a better than average pool of craftspeople

skilled in the old traditions of the community. Voluntary organiza-

tions are staffed by hard-working members. The physical fabric of

Bishop Hill is a more obvious asset for the community, and in this

category the surviving structures of the Bishop Hill Colony must be

considered in terms of restoration activities by the owners. The

State of Illinois Department of Conservation has restored the Old

Colony Church, and it is restoring the Bjorklund Hotel. The Bishop

Hill Heritage Association has already renovated the Steeple Building,

the Blacksmith Shop, and the Old Colony Store, and it has recently

purchased the Colony Hospital for restoration work. The Old Settlers'

Association maintains the Colony School structure. Individual citi-

zens have kept the following surviving Bishop Hill Colony buildings
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on the landscape through adaptive use:

Dairy Building (residence)

Carriage and Wogon Shop (re Idence, antique shop, and post office)
Meat Storage Building (residence)
Second Dormitory (residence)
Administration Building (residence)
Eric Janson House (residence)

Bishop Hill's final assets can be grouped under the heading of location .

The community is in a predominantly rural setting which contributes

to the locally satisfying small town feellnf». Yet, the community is

not isolated in its setting. Bishop Hill has relatively easy access

to and from the major interstcite hlghv;ays of northwestern Illinois.

It is within short driving i:a-ico of population concentrations in the

Upper :'iddle West; tourists are attracted to visit Bishop Hill In

part because of its close proximity.

Blchop Hill's liabilities can be categorized Into the same

three-part classification of people, buildings, and location. In terns

of liabilities when it cones to people features of Bishop Hill there

are two Issues to consider, rlrst, there are differing perceptions

of community goals. Second, the division of organizational respon-

sibilities in the coTnmunlty I3 haphazardly made. It should be noted

that Bishop Hill is not unique in terms of the above liabilities,

and such a situation, especially differences of opinions on community

goals, car. not be avoided at any scale of communitv size. In terms

of buildings Bishop Hill has thirteen out of nineteen of the original

colony structures surviving there, but the historic fabric is missing

six buildings, one of which is the once prominent "Big Brick". In

addition to having nearly thirty per cent of the Bishop Hill Colony

structures removed, there are intrusions in the historic district by

incompatible buildings. An l.-.creaslngly Important building liability

is the absence of restored and/or nei-r b'illdlngs in which more complete

service facilities could be provided for residents and for tourists.

Location liabilities of Bishop Hill reflect the negative side of the

location assets of the community. Because Bishop Hill is so close

to major urban centers, it has lost many commercial functions and has
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been unable to develop some municipal services. Even though inter-

state highway interchanges are reasonably close, state and county

roads do not provide direct connections to those access points.

From the above discussion it becomes apparent that a small

community such as Bishop Hill is as complex as a large one but at

a lesser scale. Bishop Hill is a living, historic place, so it

presents more than the usual challenges to community policy makers

as the complexity of the community is compounded by having fragile,

historic resources. Obviously, continuity is important to the

people of Bishop Hill, but the means to obtain continuity has not

been clearly chosen by the community. It would seem that the key

to continuity in Bishop Hill centers on strengthening the economic

base, but there are advantages and disadvantages to any form of

economic activity that would be introduced into the community. It

becomes essential that goals be determined and chosen by the citizens

of Bishop Hill if the community is to remain a living, historic

place.





II

Bishop Hill in the Future





III. BISHOP HILL IN THE FUTURE

GOALS FOR BISHOP HILL

Having examined the total resource base of the Bishop Hill of

the present, it is possible to begin to consider how those features

should be developed for the Bishop Hill of the future. However, It

is inappropriate to attempt to put together a plan of action without

knowing the goals of the community. Its people, and its organized

groups. By assessing goals, it will be possible to formulate more

successful alternatives when charting the direction of the future

of Bishop Hill.

1. V?hat Does the Community Want ?

The community goals of Bishop Hill which have been expressed

during the course of research for this study center around continuity
of the existing social structure and around increased economic via-

bility. However, such goals have never been specifically stated In

community policy making. The closest statement of these goals has

been made by a semi-public group, the Bishop Hill Heritage Associa-
tion: in essence restoration and reconstruction, education, and com-

mercial vitality are its existing goals. Although such generalizations
are a good base from which to work, it is critical that goals be more

sharply defined so that the planning process can be more specifically
tailored to the making of the community of Bishop Hill's hopes into

reality.
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One approach to the formulation of community goala for Bishop

Hill might be to look at the hopes of the community In terms of the

development of Its physical, social, and economic components. Every

community needs to examine poals under each of these components If

there Is a desire for "community maintenance", the effort for satis-

factory environments In which to live. A sample of possible specific

goals under each of those categories of community maintenance Is

given below:

a. The Physical Component of Community *^<alntenance

1. A high standard of building upkeep should be applied
to all structures In Bishop Hill whether considered
'historic" buildings or "not historic" buildings.

2. Original Plshop Hill Colony buildings which have been

destrpyed should be rebuilt.

3. Structures which are Incompatible with the historic
character of the historic district should be removed.

b. The Social Component of Community Maintenance

1. Increased participation by all citizens in all

community organizations should be encouraged.

2. Local studies in history and in crafts should be en-

couraged in the public schools through children's
classroom activities and through adult classes.

3. Increased participation by all citizens in community
festivals should be encouraged .

c. The Economic Component of Community ^Maintenance

1. There should be a recognition that the historic place
ecosystem of Bishop I'ill consists of purist interpre-
tation, adaptive use, and peneral tourisn, and that
these elements nust be balanced appropriately.

2. The living, historic village of Bishop Hill should be

strengthened bv adaptive uses which promote residential
structures and community use.

3. Tourism in Rlshop Hill should promote the overall sense
of historic place of the community bv having facilities
which are in compatible locations in compatible struc-
tures and which are providing compatible functions.
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It should be stressed that the specific goals listed above are only

samples and cover a limited spectrum of possible goals within the

categories of physical, social, and economic components of community

maintenance when using the concept of community maintenance as a

general framework for goals formulation.

Whenever any goals are formulated for a community, it is essen-

tial that there is a high level of consensus. Everyone in Bishop Hill

should have input to the overall community goals. In that way a more

accurate assessment of the hopes of the total community can be made,

and this increases the possibilities of being able to generate satis-

factory alternatives that would attempt to reach those goals. It

may be desirable and/or necessary for a community attitude survey to

be constructed, given, and analyzed in order to discover what are the

specific community goals of Bishop Hill. In order to get a better

grasp on the suspected nature of existing community goals in Bishop

Hill and on possible specific community goals for the village in the

future, it is necessary to discuss goals of Individuals and goals of

organizations in terms of current and future goals: it is the objective

of the next two parts of this report to examine these aspects of goals

formulation in Bishop Hill.

2. What Do the People Want ?

Bishop Hill residents are bound by a common heritage, but no

linkage exists when they are asked to consider the future. Ideas

and goals are diverse, although a standard response is given when

the question "How do you envision Bishop Hill in ten years?" is posed.

Most individuals imagine (and fear) a tourist mecca. One woman said,

"People shouldn't come here and have to listen to a merry-go-round."

The people of Bishop Hill remain interested, with varying de-

grees of enthusiasm, in realizing the goals adopted by the Heritage

Association in 1970. The organization's stated purpose is to:

a. Retain Bishop Hill as a living community. . .

b. Encourage all efforts to restore and maintain historic

properties and cultural heritage.
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c. Develop and maintain a research library of maCerial
related to the area and make this available for study.

d. Maintain and encourage an active interchange 6f ideas

with organizations of common interests and goals.

Each of ten residents interviewed in our three-day study also supported

a fifth goal, recently "de-emphasized" by the Heritage Association.

e. Develop within our young people a sense of pride in

their community for its past, present, and future.

Preservation may well be the essence of Bishop Hill's survival.

Nine out of ten individuals asked felt that the town is dependent upon

historical ties for its future existence. This poses a less than

Ideal situation: "TIany small towns lack trained community service

personnel, planning and administrative coordination, lucrative

economic bases and access to capital, consumer marketing systems,

local organizations to Influence decs ion-making and adequate public

facilities, housing, health care and schools" (Halbreath, p. 19).

Some of these problems need to be reckoned with in Bishop Hill.

The town needs to set limits in regard to future commerclall-

zatioti, tourism, and preservation. Two residents mentioned their

dissatisfaction with the location of the restroom facilities and

the reconstruction of the gazebo. In the case of the latter, accu-

racy took precedence over practicality; the bandstand is too small

for most modern uses. Some compromise seems desirable.

Bishop Hill is lacking certain conveniences, such as a grocery

store, laundromat, and bank. The economic feasibilitv of opening

these businesses needs to be explored, and the question of location

must be resolved as well. In addition, residents would like to see

another restaurant opened which serves food in smorgasbord style.

Yet according to one native, the influx of businesses will ultimately

"depend on how desperate they (the townspeople) are for money."

The "need for additional revenue cannot be denied. Last year

Bishop Hill did not have enough money to fix its roads. Wider range

publicity and the development of camping facilities are both means of

increasing tourist dollars, but can the unique communal spirit and

serenity of Bishop Hill survive such a money-making scheme? Before

establishing priorities, this must be answered.
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3. What Do the Organizations Want? i r

After looking closely at the separate roles of Bishop Hill

organizations, it is not surprising that they function well and

that the dynamics of the total coininunlty run smooth. This is

due in part to the concern and overlapping membership of citizens

,who c^n conscientiously monitor the efforts of one or more groups

and still keep in touch with the community at large. The small

scale of Bishop Hill provides an atmosphere of harmony. Also, the

people have become most appreciative of their heritage and the in-

herent advantages of a Biahop Hill cc remain as it Is - a stable,

living community.

It can also be pointed out that oiily four groups actually

control historic sites at the present time. The State Department

of Conservation, the Heritage Association, and the Old Settlers

account for all but three significant sites; these three are pri-

vately owned and taken care of. It becomes obvious that only the

Heritage Association functions with power at the local level. The

Interests of the state cannot override the community interest, thus

the Heritage Association is left with only the Village Board of

Trustees as a potential foe. The present situation regarding the

Heritage Association and trustees would Indicate total sympathy

between the two groups. The past actions of the Heritage Associa-

tion toward preservation and its adopted goals run parallel to and

complement the Village Board in lit;ht of its recently adopted

zoning ordinances . One can only say "good luck" to their future

happiness.

The basis for Informal government at Bishop Hill is purely

one of physical size and nearly compatible interests. The only

fear is that informality could be lost if the future expansion of

Bishop Hill, as a significant historic place, is not planned. While

looking forward to expansion in the areas of visitor awareness, an

economic base for preservation, and greater regional involvement,

the Heritage Association and the Village Board should also look for

a means toward efficient organization of their respective roles.
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This may begin with the board adopting a set of goals compatible with

but not overlapping the goals of the Heritage Association. It must

be remembered that one la a private organization, the other Is govern-

mental, their roles and goals should reflect reality.

As for the secondary and tertiary groups on the scene at Bishop

Hill, their roles can only Improve. But the future roles will con-

tinue to be supportive onlv. There Is not room, financial capacity,

enough sites nor any need for another Heritage Association at Bishop

Hill. So don't expect one. The efforts of the supportive groups

should be to enhance and handle the programs sponsored by the larger

groups. Vasa and the Volunteer Firemen, like the Old Settlers, do

a good job because they are conmunlty nenbers, not because they are

organization members.

Care should be taken not to forget any of the supportive organl-

zatilons, but their specific goals (e.g., the Vasa archives) should

not be incorporated into the goals of the coitmunity aiming to\<;ard

preservation. IThen Vasa grows It will enhance the Bishop Hill linage

with attractive educational possibilities. Its growth should he en-

couraged by Bishop Hill also as a means for attaining greater national

prominence.

In general, the status quo of the Bishop Hill organizations

should be maintained as well as their interfacing roles with state

programs and federal funding. It has been proven that Bishop Hill

works when a comnunity effort is made and this should not change.



B. THE FORK OF THE FUTURE

The Visual Environment

Because of the rare collection of buildings In Bishop Hill,

certain guidelines should be set up to Insure that the visual charac-

ter will change for the better.

The best use for a building is one that is needed, not created.

The original colony buildings should be put to an adaptive use. l"Jhen

a building can be used effectively is when Its owners or users get

the laost joy out of it.

The square and neighboring areas should be returned In appear-

ance as they were during the peak of the colony's prosperity. This

includes reconstruction of things torn down. During the colony days

they did not have the same conveniences we find necessary today.

Measures should be taken to have these blend into the streetgcape.

Any modern equipment can be blended by covering, burying, relocating

or redesigning. Also, innovations should be restricted unless they,

too, blend with the environment.

Traffic and parking cars have also affected the visibility of

historic buildings and moreover have brought discomfort among tourists

taking pictures and walking. The traffic is too fast passing through

town and is dangerous for the children and the aged. It would Improve

the Getting if cars would be parked at another location and the traffic

eliminated from the Bishop Hill Historic District by the construction

of a bypass.

It is evident that some buildings within the historic district

should be removed because they take away historic Importance and

reduce the validity of the setting. These are only those buildings

built long after the colony period such as the tavern which should

be placed outside the historic district.
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2. Landacape Reatoratior.

The landscape Is an ajpect of preservation often overlooked. A

spokesman for the National Park Service recently observed that "the

value of gardens and other landscape features has not been adequately

recognized nor protection provided commensurate with that given to

other forma of the cu/tural heritage." Consideration of the way

a people build on the land, the way they tend It, the location of

structures, their gardens or lack thereof, offers evidence about

their attitudes, value:^ and their relation to nature. Are there

strong efforts to assert mastery over nature by imposing a rigid

order on it or do they live in flow with it? Similar kinds of

questions can be put to the development of Bishop Hill. The

decision to fill in the ravine, the ovchard-llke planting of the

park, the sparseness of the landscaping about the dwellings In

contrast to the careful cultivation and the scale of the connnunal

fields, all provide insight into facets of the colonists' relation-

ship to the land. Even more significant was the Immediate erection

of a sod wall fence to enclose their society, rather common among

Utopian communities but also reminiscent of the treatment of medieval

European cities. Like mjst immigrants they must have brought with

then, or had sent over seeds and cuttings of cherished and familiar

plants of home. What did they borrow from nearby communities and

from the Shakers beyond fruit growing? Did they, like some Utopian

conmunlties, feel that flowers were frivolous and not to be bothered

with? It has bsen difficult in our short study to locate information

on these activities; to find out something about vegetable and flower

gardens, herms for food and for medicinal purposes. The Book for

Bishop Hill Orchard vhich listed trees planted and possibly their

location, needs to be consulted. Then there must be diaries, letters

or early newspaper accounts to refer to. There are technical resources

such as Infrared photograohy, archeologlcal digs, pollen analysis,

root molds that can help locate and Identify plant materials.

Restoration of the landscape immediately presents problems of

what time to restore to, the availability of older species of plant
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materials, and how to handle the original plant materials that survive

but are no longer at the scale of the time that is selected for re-

storation of buildings. Landscape Is a temporal link between past

and present demonstrating both continuity and change. The view of

the park is now quite different from that of 1861 when the trees

were less than 20 years old. Does one want to defy time for educa-

tional purposes (which has certain consequences for existing plant

materials) or does one accept the continuity these plants bring and

use them to reflect the changing tastes and use of the landscape?

What is needed is a commitment to landscape restoration. In the

interim one should resist hurried restoration until money and

scholarship is available to do an accurate restoration with the

same care that is given to the Colony structures.

3. Townscape Character

Coincident with the landscape must come a consideration of

subsidiary features of the townscape that are necessary to handle

the tourists and yet which must be handled in such a manner to

complement and enhance the historic area rather than detract from

ife. Earlier, comments were made about the need for a focal point

to the town, for the removal or refurbishing of existing structures.

For instance, as ownership changes or businesses retire, inappro-

priate buildings and uses can be relocated or removed. Assuming

that at some time the gasoline station and fire house will be moved,

the area north and east of the Colony Church will become vacant.

If left in its original state it can be left to go through natural

succession, or kept roughly mowed to maintain a grassy sweep down

to the stream, thus presenting a dramatic entry into the town from

the north.

Attention needs to be given to street furniture: the benches,

outbuildings, lighting, water fountains, the utilities and support

systems that help make the town attractive and enable tourism to

continue. Decisions on v/hat to provide, where to locate it, its

design, the quality of decorative landscaping, etc. are problems

that require coordination by some organization or association in
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Blshop Hill in order to avoid duplication of efforts, to save money

and more importantly maintain a visual unity lacking now. It is

vital to look at the square as a whole, to look hard at the ram-

ifications of each alternative both to the townspeople and to the

tourists. It will be necessary to Involve the conmunlty, to

encourage Interchange of design ideas, maintain open communication.

Encourage volunteer assistance; many of the pieces of street

furniture - lamp posts, benches — could be manufactured in the

community. Several recommendations on landscape restoration and

design ideas for the Bishop Hill townscape arc offered in another

section.

Bishop Hill now enjoys a delicate balance of livablllty and

tourism. Its special sense of community, repose, tranquility are

fragile qualities when confronting increased tourism. Kevin Lynch,

an architect and planner, capsullzed the problem facing Bishop Hill;

> nt'
In now concentrating our historical anxieties on a few

sacred places, where new construction Is taboo, we en-

counter multiple dilemmas: everyday activities prof^ress-

Ively decamp, leaving behind a graveyard of artifacts;
tourist volume swells, making it impossible to main-
tain the site "the way It was"*, what is saved is so

self-contained In time as to be only peculiar or quaint.
A sense of the stream of tine is more valuable and more

poignant and engaging than a formal knowledge of remote

periods. V,e\-j things must be created, and others are
allowed to be forgotten. (Lynch, 1972, p. 237)
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C, THE FUTURE ECONOMY

With the prowth of tourism and the process of physical restora-

tion of the colony well underway, change is' beginning to be evident

in Bishop Hill. Change, from a decllnlnr village to a desirable

tourist attraction, brings vrith It advantages, but it also brings

disadvantages and confusion. The residents have been involved for

several years now in the restoration of their town based on their

own efforts and pride in their community. Now the site, which has

great personal meaning to those involved, is taking on another

meaning, an economic one; people are beginning to think more about

their economic future in Bishop Hill. And herein lies the conflict.

The economic future is neither so predictable nor controllable, as

It had been in the past. Nor are the consequences of change always

desirable. With an agricultural base, in the past, life moved slowly

and easily with everyone known by everyone else in Bishop Hill.

With tourism this is no longer true. There are residents and visitors

In Bishop Hill whose needs require satisfaction.

1. Principles and Objectives

To facilitate decision-making a list of economic principles and

objectives will be suggested. Some will be in conflict with one ano-

ther. From such a list Bishop Hill can choose principles and prior-

ities for future development.

Economic Principles

a. Before the new benefits fron Increaser^ sales tax can be

enjoyed new usable structures must be created within Bis-

hop Hill for businesses to locate in and expand. A re-

building and continued renovation of colony structures
for adaptive use is the basic foundation upon which

Bishop Hill's future lies.

b. Development should take place slowly to allow for adapta-
tion and adjustment of present residents.

c. With only a fe\-i businesses performing basic goods-and-
servlces activity within the community, the addition of

other forms of coiracrce than tourism should be considered.
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Thls would keep Bishop Hill in the realm of a "living
community", rather than a "museum community".

Economic Objectives

a. Individual
*To gain additional funds and resource people for the con-
tinuation of the restoration activity.

b. Resident
*To maintain the freedom and safety of children's movements
from home, to shops and to the park.

*To restore buildings that are deteriorating, thus elimina-
tion unsightliness.

c. Merchant
*To make a comfortable living from tourism.

*To have few businesses in direct competition with one another.

*To move slowly and cautiously with relocation of business
in the historic district, with merchants participating in
initial decisions and placements in net'7 locations.

*To keep "junk" merchants out of Bishop Hill. All are
interested in retaining a "high quality" of merchandise,

*To maintain the direct access they presently enjoy with
locations near the park and co'onectlons to transportation.

2. Tourism in the Future

In order to Increase tourism in the Bishop Hill economy, certain

objectives must be met for the convenience of the tourist, particularly

in the areas of accommodations, parking, and information.

a. . Accommodations

The typical tourist now comes to Bishop Hill on a one day
.-. excursion vrith educational knpwledge being sought, rather

than an entertaining vacation. Yet the Isolation of Bishop
Hill makes it difficult for many persons to reach. A solu-
tion would be to provide overnight accommodations at a more
convenient distance than are now available. The hotels and
motels at the neighboring town of Galva do not benefit Bishop
Hill and few visitors seek these accommodations. Three
camping parks do exist (Valley View, Johnson Sauk Trail and
Frances City Park) but all are either too far away or should
not be offered as a stop over to Bishop Hill tourists due to

poor facilities and lack of space.
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b. Parking

The present parking facilities aeed to be relocated so

that Bishop Hill's surroundings are not marred by the ""'''

appearance of autos and buses. A natural relocation

would be to have parking facilities outside the historic

district and out of vIctj, yet within walking distance

to the central park.

c. Tourist Information

An Increase of publicity on Bishop Hill would Increase the

number of tourists per year.

Publicity should be an organized process, coordinating each

successive effort with an underlying theme of the signifi-
cance of Bishop Hill. Brochures, releases and feature

articles should be controlled and carefully recorded so as

not to cause an image of a commercial trap. An Intern with

an Interest in public relations could coordinate the publicity
with Bishop Hill's calendar. The result of the one project
could be followed each year.

Roadside Information signs should be kept unobtrusive and seek

out the torrlst with appreciation for the Bishop Hill heritage
and lifestyle.

3. A Key Question u

v.f-.

It Is unclear what the term "llvlnr comnunlty" means to Bishop

Hill. Everyone Is In agreement that the coramunlty should not h^,a- ^r

"frozen museum village". But, the question remains whether the,

community should be a living community serving only tourists or

should It offer more to the community members? Th6 Hobbs report

states that an increase in sales tax revenue, which comes from

tourism, would enable the village to better maintain roads which

in turn would increase tourism. Yet Increased tourism creates

wear on the roads, which leads to greater expenditures. Is it really

financially worth the cost In the long run? ^Vho Is really benefitting?

When these questions are answered, some Knowledge of the real conse-

quences of tourism to the future development of Bishop Hill can

be determined.



D. GUIDELINES FOR INTERPRETATION

Before discussing specific guidelines that might be useful

In improving the Interpretation of the Bishop Hill Historic Site,

It may be helpful to set forth some basic principles that should

be observed in any interpretative effort.

k. There are, certainly, a number of valid reasons why
significant historic sites should be preserved and
restored. Undoubtedly one of these reasons is to

educate the public. And learning about the history
of our country is not merely an academic exercise.

Carefully restored historic sites provide a point of

reference, not only to tell us about the past, but to

help place the present and future in perspective. We

sorely need a sense of continuity, and a historic en-
vironment allows the actual experience of continuity
to .^e felt.

b. If we are to educate the public, then we must have some

understanding of the public's general knov/ledge and of

its objectives in visiting the site. Our interpretative
efforfis must be related to what this public already knows
or does not know. We must not overestimate their know-

ledge or disparage their lack of information. As Alder-
son and Low point out ,

the visitor to the historic site of today is

both more sophisticated and less well Informed
than his earlier counterpart ....

Today's tourists seem to knov; less about the
nation's history, but also to feel a greater
need to learn about it (Alderson and Low, pp. 5, 22),

c. As pointed out in Part II of this report, interpretation
embraces a wider range of experieiices than we are likely
to realize; it Includes not only the spoken and written

messages provided by the site staff, but also a "variety
of sensory and intellectual perceptions" that the visitor
receives because of the quality of the site (Alderson and Low,
p. 3).

d. Finally, while it is true that most of our dally experiences
are unstructured and that most human beings i^/ould rebel

against efforts to rigidly regulate their lives, we
must also realize that most of us crave a degree of organi-
zation and learn most effectively from carefully structured
educational experiences . Certainly this is as true of the
visitor to a historic site as it is of the student In the
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classroon; furthermore, the presentation of a struc-

tured proRratn of interpretation does not prevent the

visitor who wishes to ignore such a program from doinR
80. Perhaps a visitors' center at which a brief orien-

tation to the historic oite is presented is the easiest
and most effective way to accomplish this objective.

With these general principles in mind, let us briefly discuss some

suggestions which might guide future interpretative efforts at

Bishop Hill.

1. Visual Aspects of Interptetation

The exterior appearance of the Bishop Hill Historic Site is a

significant factor in the visitor's' understanding of the setting in

which the Jansonists lived. Consequently, every effort should be

made to restore the historic district to Its orlpinal appearance

in order to Improve its integrity. Significant efforts have already

been made in that direction by the State of Illinois and by the

Bishop Hill Heritage Association, notably in the Colony Church, the

Village Square, the Steeple building, and the Colony Store. Addi-

tional efforts should be made by both of these organizations to re-

store other original colony buildings which have not yet received

cuch attention, to reconstruct the more important of the colony

buildings that have been destroyed, to remove or to disguise modem

intrusions, to initiate a program in historic landscaping, and to

encourage private owners of colony buildings within the district to

become involved in the preservation efforts of the community.

Interiors and exhibits help the visitor to understand the"

nature of the dally life of the Bishop Hill colonists. Interiors

must be restored with integrity and must therefore be limited to

items that .
were made or used in the colony (when necessary, recon-

structions may be substituted) , and the range of interiors should

be great enough to suggest the various aspects of comrunal life as

well as the differences that existed in the domestic life of the

colonists at different moments in history. Again, it should be

noted that some limited efforts have already been made to do this.

Exhibits shouW be limited to authentic Bishop Hill artifacts and

should be carefully arranged around a single theme and adequately
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explalned through the use of writtem or oral means. Exhibits that-

are not specifically related to Bishop Hill or which are confusing

to the visitor because they are poorly arranged or interpreted

should be revised or eliminated.

2. Oral Aspects of Interpreta tion .

'

,•

There is increasing evidence that our society is becoming an

oral-aural one. Alderson and Low expand upon this idea: >;

Increasing public acceptance of recorded sounds as a tool
of learning is attested by the number of students carrying
tape recorders to classrooms and seminars and by the re-

liance of a disproportionate part of the population on the

spoken word, rather than the written word, as a source of

knowledge. We may deplore the generation of listeners —
and non-readers — but the interpreter will do well to

utilize the media to x;hich his audience is accustomed

(Alderson and Low, pp. 75 - 76).

The oral Interpretation of a historic site is, then, as important

as the visual, perhaps even more important, and at present, oral

presentation of the site is the weakest aspect of the interpretative

program at Bishop Hill. Since the human interpretation of a historic

site is "probably the most effective" (Alderson and Low, p. 63) single

means of presenting it, every effort should be made to establish a

guide program, at least during the summer months when the majority

of tourists visit Bishop Hill. Guides should be chosen on the basis

of education, experience, personality, stamina, and professional

attitude. Perhaps some guides might be recruited from nearby colleges,

and. some citizens of Bishop Hill and Galva might be willing to take

part on a voluntary basis. Once the guides have been chosen, a

training program should be inaugurated, and there should be a con-

tinuing evaluation of individual guides and of the guide program

generally.

Some consideration might also be given to the use of audio and

audiovisual devices to supplement the guide program or to use at times

when the use of guides seems impractical. A brief movie or narrated

slide show might be a useful device to orient the visitor when he

arrives at the visitors' center, and recording devices of some type
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might be used to interpret other Important sites within the district.

The important principle to remember, however, is that the visitors

are likely to pain more information about Bishop Hill through olral

means than through any other.

• *

3. Written Aspects of Interpretation

Although less important perhaps than oral presentations, vrrltCen

documents are still a significant part of a total interpretative pro-

gram. Undoubtedly there should be a variety of documents available.

The most basic of these, to be presented to the visitor without charge,

should Include ^ brief historical orientation to Bishop Htll, an

equally brief explanation of the important buildings Included in the

historic district, and a map of the district that locates each of the

sites and suggests a walking tour which would help the visitor see the

village in an orderly fashion. Other documents should Include a more

comprehensive history of the Bishop Hill Colony, an Illustrated cataT

log of the buildings, interiors, and exhibits to be found at the site,

and a ^^arlety of book-length studies on different aspects of th6

colony. All these latter publications should be available for purchase,

and copies should be located at the Colony Store and at the visitors'

center.

Other Activities .

,, ...

There are no doubt numerous other activities that might Improve;,,

the interpretative efforts at Bishop Hill. Since agricultural and .
,..

Industrial pursuits were an Important part of the life of the Colony,,

a demonstration of these activities would increase the visitor's t.

understanding of Bishop Hill. A craft shop is already in operation

and Includes demonstrations of a number of colony crafts. Efforts

should be made to attract additional craftsmen who could demonstrate ,,

Colony crafts that are not presently represented. To Improve the
.j.^

Integrity of the craft program, craftsmen should be encouraged to
. ,

.

spend more time in fabricating reproductions of original colony items

In the manner Iniyhlch they were originally made; in addition, a

training program should be provided for the artisans so that thev might
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learn to discuss effectively their activities as well as demonstrate

them. Small plots of land might be set aside for the cultivation of

broomcom, Indian corn, wheat, oats, and flax, and efforts could b?

made to demonstrate the manner in which these crops were planted aiyd

harvested by the Jansonists.

Finally, the present program in interpretation at Bishop Hill

includes' two special events that occur each year: the Old Settlers'

Day arid
'

fche Jordbrukdagarna . Since these have not been observed i,n

our brief study, they cannot be evaluated here. As noted in Part II

of this report , the Jordbrukdagama at least provides an opportunitfy

to present some special interpretative exhibits and demonstrations

that are not normally available to the public, and, as such, is a :i

positive addition to the interpretation program. So long as the

number of tourists that attends these events can be adequately

accommodated at Bishop ttill, the events should be encouraged, and

perhaps similar spetial events should be added at other times during

the year. Perhaps, too, tWse events might serve as a means of, invest-

Igating artisans and activities that could eventually be made a per-

manent part of the historic site's program in interpretatlpn. . .,,,

In luminary, every effort should be made to Improve th^ integrity

of the prbgram of interpretation at Bishop Hill, to increase its range,

and to provide 'Considerably more Interpretative information so thfit,. the

visitor's expdrielnce at Bishop Hill will be made both more educational

and more 'interesting.

.Ljri



E. PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

Planning for the future should he based both on the past and the

present. The physical planning of land use is best determined by an

adequate knowledge of the current use of land. The 1970 Henry County

Comprehensive Plan by the planning firm of Scruggs and Hanmond, of

East Peoria, Illinois, Indicates that seventy-five oercent of the land

use pattern of Henry County is in large farms. Small villages such as

Bishop Hill chiefly serve as shopping centers and meeting places for

the farmers throughout this agricultural land.

1. Development and Control

Future planning will demand that village officials be mindful of

the existing county zoning ordinance , as well as the county's desire

and ability to enforce its zoning regulations. In a sense, the ability

to zone (i.e., to regulate) constitutes a significant political power

capability. Bishop Hill is a small fish in a big pond; and as such It

is not Inconceivable that the village could become a pawn in someone

else's game. V/hy not build a lake in the area? There is plenty of

space, and only two hundred people.' It is attitudes like this that

give birth to plans like the one formulated by Scruggs and Hammond.

Should development such as this occur, it is likely to be outside

the Corporate Limit of the village, and therefore outside the area re-

gulated by the Zoning Ordinance for the Village of Bishop Hil l. It

will be essential for village officials to establish and maintain a

good working rapport with the County Board of Supervisors.

Due to the immense historical significance of Bishop Hill, and the

limited means available for future oreservation efforts, the State of

Illinois should be encouraged to acquire more property both within and

outside the historic district. The acquisition of nearby land would

Insure a buffer between the historic district and potential development.

Furthermore, some of the structures in the historic district wll not

lend themselves readily to revenue-generating functions. These sites,

where there is little or no potential to create a self-supporting

adaptive use, should be maintained by the state. This will allow

-84-
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private money to be Invested in preservation efforts in the hope of

raising revenue to be put back into local preservation work.

Future government planning should include funding the construction

of a by-p9si? around Bishop Hill to the east of the cemetery. This

would ease ttaffic flow through the district, and ultimately allow

the h;lstorlc district to be closed tg motor vehicles.. ,
At the same

time the by-pass would provide an incentive for existing businesses

to relocate outside of the |iistoric district, relieving the. problem

ofinon-coiiforming'usei
^

>
'

•' '' "•- .i;r. • •
.

2. Public Land Needs .•t?_'-n.* . ^,

^ S^everal ,
proposals Involving significant land areas will need to

be given attention in the near future, and provision madfe fb'r illo-
[•u- -<: : *'<

^
c,atloTV or acquisition of space for, t^e^p. Following are. soijie factors

for consideration in regard to thfee' such major land uses:

a. Primitive' Camping ' ''-' '' ' '•

A camping area for tents only would attract the* tdilirlst with
conservation appreciation. An area for recreational vehicles
should be avoided, as this form of camping is often abusive to

the environment.
The area should be studied thoroughly with professional in-

vestigation in order to choose a location at the proper distance
from Bishop Hill and to lay out the total space and its facilities.
The area should be limited to 100 sites, with all facilities
blended with and unobtrusive to the landscape.

Programs vjithln the camping area should Include hiking trails,
utilizing the Oxpojke Trail as well as along the Edwards River.

Possibly canoeing could be offered on the Edwards River if a water
conservation lake is created. Increasing the flow of water.

Another profitable activity vrould be horseback riding. If the
stable behind the Bjorklund Hotel is rebuilt, an excellent adaptive
use would be to house a riding stable where horses and traditional

riding carriages could be rented.

Bringing in camping would enhance the historic preservation
efforts within Bishop Hill, both being Interests within conser-
vation. It also opens up Bishop Hill to new sources of funding
from the State Department of Conservation.
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b. Recreation

A separate recreation area should be created by the munici-

pal povernment for the Bishop Hill comnunlty, relocatlnp the

baseball diamond, allowlnp the Blp Brick to be reconstructed.
The area should be carefully landscaped to buffer the his-

toric district and to blend with the adjacent residential area.

The location should be within walking distance of the down-

town area .

Plcnlcing should be allowed in this area and not within the

public square. The facilities should be modest. The proposed
recreation area could serve to separate the historic district
and a new parking complex.

c. Parking

New parking facilities should be provided to accormodate
tourists' vehicles. An area for lSO-200 cars should be lo-

cated within walking distance of the district, and the natural

connecting pathway should provide a starting point, explaining
to the tourist what there Is and what should be seen.

A separate parking facility for busses should be built
farther away, allowing the tourist to be dropped off and picked
up from the starting point at the beginning and end of the day's
excursion.
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IV. ElECOl'IMENDATIONS

i/;- i ><
'

'l.i '.

On the basis of what they had observed and learned in and about

-
Bishop Hill, the fifteen students in the class submitted more than 200

specific recommendaticjiis'^nd suggestions for consideration by those re-

sponsible for future development. Most of these are presented in this

part of the ifepbtt a^ iJirltten by the individual students. They have

been arranged in groups and edited only to reduce duplication and cor-

rect inaccuracy. >...

The materials which follow begin with a series of general recom-

^f^^eni.^ations
and proposals', including guidelines or principles for some

'>'' aspects of future improve?ient of Bishop Hill. These are then followed

by groups of recommendations for particular kinds of actions. VJithin

'
' each group, recommendations are given for early attention, and for

longer range consideration. The early ones include many which can be

done at little cost.

A. GENERAL RECOMtlENDATIOMS-'

for early attention: '

1. To eliminate the conflict between tourists visiting the his-
toric sites and those looking for commercial facilities, in-

formation on both should be readily available. A brief de-

scription of both commercial activities and historic sites
should be prepared. It is this blend of the attractive his-
toric site and the available amenities that will provide a

comfortable experience to the visitor of Bishop Hill as well

-87-
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as the residents. (CLK)

2. A survey of the visitors to Bishop Hill should be made to

determine their objectives in visiting the site, the knowl-

edge which they bring to the site, their reactions to their

visit, and the kind of understanding that they gain from the
visit. The survey should be done by random sample so that
the results will be statistically reliable. Ideally visitors
should be interviewed just after their arrival at Bishop
Hill, just before they depart, and several months after their
visit. Alderson and Low offer a number of helpful sugges-
tions for anyone who wishes to conduct such a survey. (PHD)

3. A new study of existing and potential tourist source areas
should be made so to better direct future publicity efforts
in regard to tourism promotion. (DCM)

4. The monuments of the landscape and the, cemetery are aging
quickly and should be recorded. This could be done by pho-
tography and microfilming, or in some cases by etching/trac-
ing from the stones. (DTG)

5. A feasibility study of new parking facilities, by-pass
routes, and new access routes for Bishop Hill from 1-74 and
1-80 as v/ell as from state and local roads should be con-

ducted so to start planning to alleviate the traffic problems
of Bishop Hill. (DCM)

6. Scholarly studies of Bishop Hill should be encouraged so as

to increase the integrity of interpretation and to provide
materials for local history study. Such studies should be
for all aspects of Bishop Hill and might include topics such
as Swedish-American migrations, religious life, family life,
economic life, and architecture. A list of suggested study

topics should be circulated to appropriate departments at

junior colleges, colleges, and universities in Illinois.

(DCM)

7. A travelling Olaf Krans collection that could visit various
museums would (a) advertise Bishop Hill to a select group of

Interested people, (b) bring in some possible revenue, (c)

temporarily relieve storage problems of the paintings, and

(d) encourage interest to have them properly treated for

preservation. (DTG)

for longer-range consideration:

8. Regulations should limit the size, quantity, nature and char-

acter of signs in Bishop Hill. Signs are necessary to convey
a visual message, although too many signs which are also too

big and too gaudy just cause confusion and visual pollution.
(GLO)
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9. In order to improve the quality of and to insure the continu-

ity of the pleasing community environment of Bishop Hill, the

folloxjing changes in municipal services should be considered:

a. development of water treatment/sewage disposal facilities
b. expansion of police protection services
c. expansion of fire protection services
d. extension of electric street light system. (DCM)

10. A new location should be selected for the town dump, keeping
in mind such items as prevailing wind, visibility and acces-

sibility. A system of maintenance and sanitation must be de-

veloped to meet EPA standards. (GLO)

11. Commercial activity within the historic district is very lim-
ited because no new building can take place within the dis-
trict and no incentive exists to relocate elsewhere. A
future commercial activity area must be located with access
routes and utilities provided. (CLK)

12. Regulations should limit the number of "outbuildings" per
lot. A proliferation of shacks, shanties, barns, sheds,

shops and garages currently exists throughout Bishop Hill,

One garage or "outbuilding" should be allowed per residence
with a period of time provided to comply with the new ordi-

nance. (GLO)

13. Commercial development of activities such as motels and res-

taurants, which would affect the number of tourists to Bishop
Hill, in areas outside the municipality should be closely
monitored so that their appearance does not detract from the

surrounding countryside. The farm land surrounding Bishop
Hill adds much to the charm and character of Bishop Hill it-

self. Farming as the activity surrounding Bishop Hill should

very definitely be retained. If farm land around Bishop Hill
becomes eligible for sale for any reason, it should defi-

nitely be kept in the same use. The farm buildings them-

selves have a distinctive character which should also be

preserved. (LL)

14. Regulations should be adopted to remove trailer homes from

the town except for one area to be specif ical^ly designated a

mobile home park. This area must be out of spLght of the his-
toric district due to the incompatible nature of these homes

and must have necessary utility connections to service them.

A period of time should be provided to allow owners of mobile
homes to comply with the new ordinance. (GLO)

15. The interval between houses outside the Historic District
should be kept as close as possible to present spacing. Low

density of housing is a distinctive feature of Bishop Hill.

Higher density would tend to make Bishop Hill look like any
other Illinois town outside the Historic District. If it is

important for Bishop Hill to be a living town as well as a
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Hlstorlc area, it seems important to retain the distinctive
character of the town as well as the Historic District.
There will be growing pressure to change this distinctive
character as the restoration and rehabilitation of the His-
toric District increases. (LL) f

16. The adjacent conununities of Kewanee and Galva can accommodate
the present housinj» shortage in Bishop Hill, but generally in
communities such as Bishop Hill the, attJraction for small shop
owners and crafts persons to open baginess is the ability to
live within the community. Presently, there is a shortage of

commercial and residential sites. Also lacking a*re older

buildings with lov/ rent. The rebuilding of the "big brick"
for multiple uses would meet this need. (CLK)

17. Future peripheral development should couple with the histori-
cal character of Bishop Hill. !Jew development should consist
of lan(l-use that promotes activities functionally related to

Bishop Hill, with the new complementing the 6id, reinforcing
Bishop Htll and adding to its unique and special history.
With this in mind, a partial list of appropriate uses might
include crafts (cottage industries), small shops,;- tenter tain-

ment, transient housing (inns and study facilities) and con-
ference or meeting centers. (CLK)

for strengthening the economy:

;
18. Since Bishop Hlll'"s unique histocical presence is. their pri-

mary attraction, the restoration process should be the main

,,Y focus of the community. Perhaps a shift in focus from tour-
"

^
ism as the basis for generating restoration revenue to

'f
'

grantsmanship should be considered. Presently, donations

•fj
collected at the craft demonstrations and ,the profits from

,'f' , ,
the Colony Store contribute to the restoration of Bishop
Hill. ' These certainly are important beginnings, but it is

_ ... unlikely that th^y will become great financial boons. Ag-
,. gressive and intense efforts should be made to secure grants

from sources wherever possible, possibly seeking assistance
from the many federal sources, private foundations and indus-

''»' try. (CLK)

19, According to one estimate private funding accounts for nearly
"•' two-thirds of all preservation work. Most financial innova-

tions to increase preservation funding are being accomplished
in the private sector, so this area should be closely
watched. There are three major sources or techniques through
which private sourceB may be tapped:

a. Donations, grants, or endowments from foundations, indi-

viduals, or profit making enterprises: These are very
desirable sources, but also very difficult to obtain.

Lump sum gifts can be used for immediate work; endowments

I
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could be used for long-term, periodic maintenance among
other things.

b. Loans from commercial lending institutions: Much innova-
tion has occurred in this area. Very low interest loans
can be made to municipalities because of the tax break

given the institution on loan interest. Money from other
sources can be deposited with the lending institution to
secure loans to individuals normally considered as high
risks.

c. Revolving funds: In this method property wotild be pur-
chased with already existing monies from the. Fund, then
restored or rehabilitated, and finally resold with that

money going back into the fund. Since the selling price
would be larger than the purchase price such a fund
should be increasing and allow for more work to be done
as it grew. Revolving funds have been administered by
municipalities and non-profit organizations. (LL)

20. The Heritage Association should actively solicit the coopera-
tion of a nearby financial institution to secure loans for

preservation work. If you can demonstrate the ability to re-

pay the loan through money making projects, it seems that a

lender would back the project. (i^IB)

21. A revolving fund should be established to assist in the res-
toration of original colony structures now in private hands.

Such a fund could impose fairly rigid restoration guidelines
and would allow the continued private ownership of some col-

ony buildings. Two benefits would result from this proposal:
(a) the historic district would remain a part of the living
community of Bishop Hill, and (b) neither the state nor the
B.H.H.A. would be burdened by the upkeep of additional struc-
tures. (PHD)

22. Lists of potential sources of funds for historic preservation
Change constantly, and new, innovative techniques for obtain-

ing funds develop so rapidly it is difficult to remain in-

formed about current ones. Often, the type of project does
much to determine the type of funds most suitable. For exam-

ple, funds from public sources often require much time and

paperwork to obtain, and therefore are not suitable for pro-
jects which require rapid action. On the other hand, private
sources are often reluctant to invest in a project which does
not provide some kind of return. The Catalog of Federal Do-

mestic Assistance (a federal publication) and the Downtown

Improvement Manual (published by the Illinois Department of

Local Government Affairs) are useful indexes to public fund-

ing and assistance programs. (LL)

23. The area of light manufacturing or fabrication of premanufac-
tured goods needs further exploration. The village has the

resources to establish a light manufacturing facility (i.e..
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as the Amana colony has done). \^ile the investment would be
substantial, the promise of new jobs and new money in town
should not be taken lightly. (MB)

B, TRAFFIC AND PARKING

for early attention:

1. To eliminate the conflict between the pedestrian and the au-

tomobile, a rerouting plan for traffic should begin immedi-

ately to satisfy the safety requirement for children and the

community. (CLK)

2. Maintain the current technique of closing off parts of the

square during peak tourist activities; the shunting of traf-
fic around the Bishop Hill Street could tie in with the

placement of tourist parking. (PA)

3. The Department of Transportation and the town of Bishop Hill
should put traffic signs at both entrances of the town limit-

ing traffic to a speed of 15 mph and to buses and passenger
vehicles. (JCC)

4. Definitely, all heavy machinery and modern farm equipment
such as combines, tractors, etc. should be outlawed from the

district, especially around the Square. These invasions of

mammoth machines are unsightly, noisy, inappropriate and dan-

gerous. (GLO)

for longer-range consideration:

5. Parking facilities for visitors to the historic district
should be provided outside the district but within walking
distance of the historic sites. (PHD)

6. Since visitors tend to stay several hours, close at hand

parking is not vital. Provision of several small parking
lots that would hold up to 50 cars each with appropriate buf-

fering from the residential area and adequate landscaping
could free up the parking area on Bishop Hill Street to the

townspeople and nearby residents. This would also reduce the

steady movement of autos through the town and reduce conflict
with townspeople needing to use the roads. It would also re-

duce possible complications with pedestrians as fewer cars
would be parked on the streets surrounding the square. At

one of these parking areas there could be provided a facility
that offers restrooms, telephone and direction information.
Possible locations of the two lots are on the East and West
sides of the town, both of which have space that could accom-
modate a reasonable amount of parking. (PA)
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7. The historic district should be closed to public automobiles
and re-routing of traffic through the east side of the vil-

lage should occur. (PHD)

8. Bishop Hill Street, the main thoroughfare, runs through the

historic district. This street should be closed to all motor
vehicle traffic. A special event detour currently exists;
this should instead become the primary traffic route. Vehi-
cles could be re-routed to Erickson Street, one block east of

Bishop Hill Street. A parking area might also be created in

the designated area, with horse drawn carts to bring tourists
into the historic district on week-ends during the summer,
and for special events, (RW)

9. Recommend closing off Maiden Lane to buffer the area around

the Colony Church. This along with removal of non-Colony
structures around it will help to make the Colony Church the

focal point of the historic area. (PA)

10. If the Big Brick is rebuilt as has been suggested, it will

give definition and more of a sense of place to the Town

Square. In order to further this definition and to unify
several existing and reconstructed Colony buildings even

more, Bjorklund Street and Johnson Street just south of

Maiden Lane should be closed and converted back to grass.

Similarly, assuming the eventual construction of a bypass to

the east of Bishop Hill, Bishop Hill Street from Knox to

Bergland, and Main Street from Park to Erickson, could be

closed to major vehicular traffic. The streets would still
exist for deliveries of goods and emergency vehicles but that

is all. Tourists would park outside the Historic District
and V7alk or be driven in ox carts, wagons or carriages to the

Square. (GLO)

11. Movement of visitors should be studied and then reinforced
or modified by use of signs, landscaping, location of street

furnishings. Understanding movement of tourists should help
to alleviate possible conflicts with town residents. Analyze
impact of new facilities and their placement or what will

happen if they are not provided. Consider pedestrian-vehicle
conflict and other potentially dangerous areas. (PA)

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

for early attention:

1. In order to permit all citizens equal access to touring of

Bishop Hill State Historic Site, appropriate facilities in

terms of street furniture, curb ramps, and additional loca-

tions of washroom facilities should be developed which pay
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partlcular attention to the neglected tourist: the handi-

capped and/or elderly. (DCM)

2. Colony buildings are currently prohibitive of handicapped
visitors. Inconspicuous ramps should be added so that indi-
viduals confined to wheelchairs might enter these buildings
(this is an existing state law). Concern for accurate resto-
ration should not preclude consideration of the needs of the

handicapped. (RW)

3. In addition, more benches should be Interspersed throughout
the historic district for elderly visitors. Main Street has
no rest areas near the Bjorklund Hotel; the only bench is in

front of the Colony Store. A drinking fountain should also
be added near the Colony Church and/or Steeple Building.
(RW)

4. To more effectively promote the continuity of the social fab-
ric of Bishop Hill, the Colony School should be used more of-
ten by the Old Settlers' Association, and efforts should be
made to expand the scope of the activities of the Old Set-
tlers' Association for festivals other than the Old Settlers'
Reunion. (DCM)

5. In order to more effectively use and to view the collection
of the Henry County Historical Society, the materials of this

organization in the Steeple Building should be removed to an

appropriate structure in Cambridge or Kewanee. (DCM) The

space then available in the Steeple Building should be used
for the reconstruction of colony interiors and for new colony
exhibits. (PHD)

6. Bishop Hill currently lacks tourist accommodations; visitors

arriving late in the day are forced to stay in neighboring
Kewanee or Galva. The Steeple Building might be altered to

serve as living quarters (as it once did). (RW)

7. The Bjorklund Hotel is now being restored as a historic house

museum, circa 1861, by the Department of Conservation. Spe-
cial rooms should be prepared for visiting state guests or

dignitaries or others working on special projects in Bishop
Hill. The ballroom should be used as such again and also as

an auditorium for lectures, discussions and perhaps for din-

ing if kitchen facilities can be provided. (GLO)

8. A fire proof, temperature controlled, storage/display room is

needed to house the Krans paintings. (MB)

for longer-range consideration:

9. In order to more efficiently acquire existing Bishop Hill

Colony buildings not already in organizational ownership,
there should be a priority list developed by the Bishop Hill

Heritage Association; a sample priority list might be as fol-

lows: a. Meat Storage Building, b. Dairy Building, c. Car-

riage and Wagon Shop, d. Eric Janson House- (DCM).
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follows: (a) Meat Storage Building, (b) Dairy Building, (c)

Carriage and Wagon Shop, (d) Eric Janson House. (DCM) •

10. In conjunction with the acquisition of buildings there should
be a continuation of the policy of granting life-long tenancy
to the current residents, and there should be the development
of a policy of residential, commercial, or other appropriate
adaptive re-use of structures to maintain the community as a

living, historic place. (DCM)

11. In order to increase the integrity of the historic district,
incompatible buildings within the historic district should be
removed; the Bishop Hill Heritage Association should assume

responsibility for making suitable arrangements for monetary
compensation and satisfactory relocation sites regarding
these structures. (DCM)

12. As it becomes possible to do so, post-colony structures along
Bishop Hill Street between Christine and Bergland Streets and
along Bjorklund Street should be removed to other parts of

town, or if appropriate, simply torn down. Since Bishop Hill
is a living community as well as a historic si,te, great care
will have to be taken to avoid the alienation of the commu-
nity in this project, and certainly the project must be car-
ried on over a period of years. At least some corti^ercial
enterprises might be relocated in the Big Brick after it has
been reconstructed. (PHD)

13. The Big Brick should be rebuilt on its original site with its
exterior reconstructed as authentically and as accurately as

possible and the interior designed for a contemporary adap-
tive use. The following steps should be followed to accom-
plish this:

a. A new site should be selected for the baseball diamond,
perhaps near the school.

b. The baseball diamond should be purchased by the Heritage
Association and archeological digs should commence to
look for foundations and other artifacts relating to the

Big Brick.

c. A developer interested in building tourist accommodations
in Bishop Hill but also willing to comply with Historic

Zoning and rebuild the Big Brick within its historical
context should be contacted and encouraged to purchase
the property.

d. After the Big Brick is rebuilt, tourist accommodations
such as lodging, restaurants, a lounge and specialty
shops—such as a bakery, craft shops, antique shops,
etc., could be located there.

e. This facility will allow existing commercial establish-
ments such as Art 'n' Stuff, Vallkomen Inn and The Colony
Inn to be housed there and the buildings currently used
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for these activities to be removed due to their noncom-

patibility with Bishop Hill's historic structures. (GLO)

lA. The Colony Bakery and Brewery should be reconstructed. The
exterior of the building should duplicate that of the origi-
nal colony structure. The interior of the building should be

designed to house the Olaf Krans collection and the B.H.H.A.
archives. This reconstruction would provide both of these
collections with the protection that they sorely need through
the provision of rigid temperature and humidity controls and

security from possible destruction by the public.
•

(PHD)

15. The Olaf Krans paintings should be removed from the Colony
Church by the Department of Conservation and after catalog-
ing, maintenance and restoration, installed in a humidity and

temperature controlled space in the Bakery and Brewery build-

ing. Perhaps a few paintings could be sold (providing a pe-
riodic display rights agreement is signed) to raise funds for
this endeavor. The majority of paintings should be protected
in storage with frequent rotation with those on display.
(GLO)

16. The archives now currently housed in the Steeple building
should also be moved to the new location by the Heritage As-
sociation. These also should be stored under humidity and

temperature control, protect'^d by fire and made secure from
theft. All documents should be photocopied during transfer
and a microfilmed copy of all records housed elsewhere. The
Archives should be cataloged and cross referenced for easy
retrieval. (GLO)

17. Ultimately, all other original Bishop Hill Colony structures
should be reconstructed using the interiors for contemporary
adaptive uses. The following is a list of structures to be

rebuilt and the suggested use for each structure.

a. First Mill (Water) - to be reconstructed and made func-

tional as it was when it was originally built as an ex-

ample of industry and energy resources from Bishop Hill's

past.

b. Second Mill (Steam) - to be reconstructed and used to

house the blacksmith shop and other colony crafts such as

brooramaking. Also the farm implement dealer and hardware
store could be relocated to this building. This would

allow for removal of noncompatible buildings from the

Historic District which now house these activities.

c. Stables and Privy - these "outbuildings" behind the

Bjorklund Hotel should also be reconstructed. The sta-

bles could function as a storage facility for the

Bjorklund Hotel and again as stables assuming carriages
and wagons are used in the future to haul tourists around

the Square. The privy could also be reconstructed on the
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exterior and might house o: of those convenient and san-

itary toilet facilities that Bishop Hill so desperately
needs. (GLO)

18. The Big Brick should be reconstructed. The exterior of the

building should duplicate that of the original. The interior

should include overnight accommodations for visitors to

Bishop Hill, a restaurant and cocktail lounge, and a small

conference center. (PHD)

19. The Steeple Building should be completely restored on the ex-

terior and converted to a pleasant twelve to twenty unit ho-

tel, its original use, on the interior. Proceeds from this

operation will help other restoration projects of the Heri-

tage Association. (GLO) It might incorporate the following
facilities: (a) coffee shop serving "farmers' breakfasts,"
(b) Swedish-American luncheon and supper restaurant, and (c)

tavern-lounge. (DCM)

20. As a historic district. Bishop Hill attracts young people
from several states. With an established youth hostel, how-

ever, it might attract an even wider range of individuals.

Including young Swedish travelers. A hostel could also pro-
vide transient housing for scout troops and/or summer in-

terns; possible locations include the Colony Hospital, dairy

building, or meat storage warehouse. (RW)

21. Other areas in existing Colony buildings should be programmed
for specific needs and requirements of Bishop Hill. Some of

these areas are the Dairy Building, the basement of the Col-

ony Church, the second floor of the Colony Store, the Colony

Hospital, the second floor of the Blacksmith's Shop, and the

second floor of the Carriage and Wagon Shop. (GLO)

22. The house behind the Colony Church should be moved after

present occupation ends, Valkommen Inn should be rebuilt in

a manner more in keeping v/ith colony style buildings. Tavern

should be removed or rebuilt in colony style. House next to

church is not from the colony period and detracts from promi-
nence of the church. The tavern and Valkommen, while also

not from colony are not as likely to be moved since they make

profit, part of which is given back to the village as sales

tax, so they should be reconstructed in a style more compati-
ble ;i7ith the colony period while not looking "Touristy."
This fits the concept of Bishop Hill being a viable present-

day community as well as a Historic Area. (LL)

23. The Softball diamond which is located on the site of the "Big
Brick" ought to be relocated. Perhaps a site one third of a

mile east of the square would offer a possible site for a new

field. The old village hall should be removed; however,
other structures such as the Colony Inn Tavern, the Art-n-
Stuff store, and private residences in the historic district

should be left intact at this time. They should be relocated
at such time as relocation becomes feasible. (MB)
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24. Recreational facilities In and around Bishop IIlll are mini-
mal. Each of 10 residents interviewed reco(?nizod the need
for increased attention in this area. A small lake with
primitive camping sounded appealing to these residents; un-

fortunately, the word "camplnR" had become synonymous with a

vision of a large camper-trailer park. Ideally, such vehi-
cles would be barred from the Bishop Hill facilities. A bi-

cycle trail and/or hlkinp, trail mlj^ht also be developed; the

existing Oxpojke trail is under-used and in bad repair. (R17)

25. Consensus as to the location of recreational facilities could
not be reached. Five out of 10 residents interviewed felt
that recreational areas should be well outside the historic
district (i.e. 2-5 miles). Two were unsure; 3 felt that fa-
cilities as close as 6 blocks from the district might be
suitable. Each was opposed to altering farm land. A de-
tailed survey should be drawn up by the state and distributed
to each of Bishop Hill's residents so that prospective loca-
tions might be identified. Four or five sites would then be

mapped; residents would choose the "ideal" location by refer-
endum. (RW)

26. Propose that Red Oak €rove and Buck Grove, now in private
ownership be purchased for purposes of conserving and pre-
serving the unique character of these groves both ecologi-
cally and historically. Because of the nature of ownership,
these groves have not succumbed to random lumbering and de-
struction. These groves should be saved by whatever mecha-
nism available : purchase by a Forest Preserve District, do-
nated for tax benefits, purchase by the Heritage Association.
Th6 Red Oak Grove could possibly serve as a primitive camp
ground; it is far enough av/ay from the town not to disrupt
the daily life of the Inhabitants. (PA)

LANDSCAPE AND STREET FURNITURE

for early attention:

1. In order to enhance the visual aspect of the Colony Church,
remove the old, damaged silver maple that is on the north
side of Bishop Hill Street. The tree, now grown too tall and

broad, blocks too much the glimpses and view of the Church as

one ascends the hill coming from Kewanee and 1-80. (PA)

2. Signs on approach roads to Bishop Hill currently read:

Bishop Hill Memorial State Park. This Information is mis-

leading; Bishop Hill is a historic district, and has only a

small park in the center of town. Unknowing tourists might
assume that facilities for certain activities (e.g. barbecu-

ing) exist. Subsequently, the signs should read: Bishop
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Hill State Historic District. (RW)

3. In addition, signs should be posted within a one to two mile
radius of Bishop Hill directing tourists to the Colony
Church. These should be made of materials compatible with
the restoration project; aluminum signs, for example, were
not evident in nineteenth century communities. (RW)

4. Trash receptacles need to be made available to encourage re-

duction of idle littering, of a design appropriate to the

community and to the weather. (PA) The trash barrels in the

park could be covered xjith the same wood that was used for

the sidewalks around the Colony Church. A more immediate ap-

proach would be to paint them brown. This does not contrast

as much with the grass as green does. (WSA)

5. The telephone booth in Bishop Hill is probably one of the

most noticeable visual mistakes. It sits on one of the most

important corners in tovm shared by the Colony Store, the

Steeple Building, and the park. A public telephone is neces-

sary so relocation of this seems wise. A possible spot to

move it to is the alcove of the Steeple Building. There it

would retain the same location in town, be sheltered from tha

weather and be partially out of sight. (WSA)

6. Survey and evaluate existing signs, their use, their place-
ment, appropriateness to the character of the historic dis-

trict. Given the size of the community, most places are

known; pedestrians move slowly enough that smaller signs
would be more satisfactory. Encourage signs that are less

obtrusive, that are in character with the historic site and

that share a similarity of scale and form. (PA)

7. Recommend removal as soon as possible of the old "Town Hall"
and of the deserted lean-to adjacent to the tavern. As pos-
sible, removal of the prefab structure that shelters the

school buses that is to the side of the Colony school house.

Inappropriate use buildings to be removed as possible. (PA)

8. There needs to be some pressure exerted on the public utility

companies to bury their cables in the historic district.

They could do it if they wanted to—therefore I might suggest
letters to the editors of area papers, or some other open fo-

rum. The power and phone companies never like to look bad

in the public eye—a campaign of public complaint might give
them the gentle push they need. (MB)

9. It is important that scale and design of street furnishings
be pursued in a manner to work toward visual unity; that

whatever is selected be in character with the image of the

historic district and that it contribute to that character;
that they be considered components of an overall system. Lo-

cation of street furniture should be placed to take advantage
of views, not to block them; rhythm and proportion should be

considered in placement of benches, lighting, trash recepta-
cles. In listing and selecting equipment, know functions.
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Include considerations of cost, durability, appropriateness
to climate and of character. Eliminate and consolidate un-
necessary Items, and reposition where necessary. Location of

seating and other accommodation can be used to guide and fa-
cilitate pedestrian movement and congregation. (PA)

for longer-range consideration:

10. At the major accesses to Bishop Hill, in conjunction with a
turnoff sign and information board, plant a grouping of na-
tive species that repeat the species used in the Park. This
will serve to further identify Bishop Hill to the auto driv-

er, and create a transition link between the surrounding
farms and the town itself. (PA)

11. All village owned property within the historic district should
be restored with the type of boardwalk now found outside the

Colony Church. (MB)

12. Power lines are a nuisance to observers who enjoy looking at
a building or landscape without any obstructions. Usually
the poles they rest on are very uncomplementary to their sur-

roundings. The power lines in Bishop Hill can be burled

along with the telephone cables. As for the street lights
that are supported on the poles, seeing that only every other

pole had a light on it, the poles without lights could be re-
moved. Possibly new lights could be purchased that are simi-
lar to lights used In Bishop Hill at an earlier date, al-

though they may not be from the colony days. (WSA)

13. It is recommended that the Town of Bishop Hill and Department
of Transportation put lighting within the town and -at en-
trances. Lights should be of the style of the colony period.
(JCC)

14. In addition to beginning a program to document and restore

plantings in the historic district and around colony struc-

tures, recommend the encouragement of homeowners oii and close
to the square to plant similar materials to maintain sense of

continuity with the Colony buildings. Present minimum land-

scaping around many of the houses is visually Very pleasing
in its simplicity, especially since it appears to be charac-
teristic of the Colony period attitudes. Consider the use of

particular plants associated with the Colony to Identify
places, to direct and to guide traffic. The current presence
of hollyhocks might be explored as a possible symbol if ap-
propriate. (PA)

15. It might be possible to provide a facility in the southern

portion of the historic district that combines a rest shel-

ter, especially Important during raining periods and cooler

weather, water fountain, restroom, telephone booth and per-

haps an information board. This facility would be designed
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to blend in with the historic character of the historic area

yet would not have to be placed on the square itself but
could be accommodated on a side street. (PA)

16. Design and install some kind of directional sign to guide
people to a central location. This needs to be placed at

both the north and south entrances to Bishop Hill. At this

point there could be a landscaped turnoff where a posted map
of the town would be available to further direct tourists.

(PA)

17. Iflien incompatible buildings are eventually removed, the area
across from and north of the Colony Church will be vacant.
Need to consider what kind of landscape to restore; let it go
through natural succession? keep it a roughly cut grass,
perhaps grazed by sheep? This area could be considered a
transition point between the town and the farmland belt about
the town. (PA)

18. Small plots of land should be set aside for the cultivation
of crops raised by the colony. Whenever possible, demonstra-
tions of planting and harvesting should be presented to the

public. (PHD)

19. Undertake further efforts to locate information on the land-

scape of the 1860 period both in Bishop Hill and surrounding
towns; how they are similar and different. What were their

form, the location of their various gardens. How did the
colonists feel about the exterior of their dwellings, their
use of the park. (PA) <

20. The Colony Orchard site should be obtained eventually and re-

planted so that a more complete spectrum of interpretation of

Bishop Hill Colony experience can be presented. (DCM)

21. Recourse to the Book for Bishop Hill Orchard as a source of

information on the kinds and locations of trees and other

plants used in the Colony. Any tree replacement in the park
or along the streets should be in keeping with that record.

(PA)

22. It is vital to maintain the farmland greenbelt now existing
around the town. Its closeness to the historic district, and
its historic importance are vital to the uniqueness of Bishop
Hill and is immeasurable in its contribution to one's sense
of tranquility and momentary withdrawal from a busier soci-

ety. Since the sod fence mound is only a remnant, the farm-
land acts as a similar kind of buffer—a modern version of

the medieval European moated or walled city. (PA)

23» The ravine that remains unfilled and adjacent to the Meat

Storage Building should be considered as a further link to

the Bishop Hill past and it may need to be severely cut back
and plants removed. Its link with the Edwards Creek should
be expanded. The banks of the Edwards Creek should be
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Incorporated more fully into the historical interpretation of
the town; it would provide a contrast to viewing man-made
structures. (PA)

24. The remnant earth mound fence south of town should be re-
stored to its former visual features; that is, if it indeed
had been planted in a certain manner,, it should be done so

again. Its significance should be incorporated more ade-

quately into the interpretation of the colony. (PA)

25. All of the recommendations for improving the street furnish-

ings encourage the cooperation of all segments of the towns-

people. Once a design is agreed upon, many of these items
could become projects of the colony crafts. It might be pos-
sible to draw upon volunteer contributions of time and/or
money. It is important to involve all the people, even those

1' reluctant to see any changes. By having some identifiable
areas for tourists, the more private parts. of the community
may be less open to unwelcome intrusions. It might be possi-
ble to solicit donations from various suppliers or sell at
cost in return for acknowledging them as contributors to the

Bishop Hill colony restoration. (PA)

E. INTERPRETATION

for early attention:

1. Interpretation efforts in Bishop Hill are fragmented. A vis-
itor receives a state-produced pamphlet; this is a rather im-

personal ("museum-like") welcome. A tourist information
center should be developed within the Colony Church. Essen-
tial features include:

a. visual representations (e.g., maps) of the early Colony;
these should be wall-sized. Information should be

printed in English, Swedish, and Braille.

b. a short oral interpretation of Bishop Hill history.

c. . a costumed custodian or student intern to answer ques-
tions and give directions.

In addition, there should be a small plaque on one side of

each of the Colony buildings with information concerning his-

tory and function. Tourists often roam aimlessly from build-

ing to building, and frequently do not refer to their pamph-
lets; such signs could fill information gaps. (Ry)

2. A Visitors Center should be established at Bishop Hill. Ini-

tially, at least, the Center should be at the Colony Church
and probably need be no more than a table placed near the en-

trance of the first floor of that structure. The Visitors
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Center should be staffed from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day
by a trained puide who would welcome the visitor to Bishop
Hill, provide him with a brief oral orientation to the his-
toric district, hand him a copy of the state brochure, and
answer questions. If a guide program is inaugurated, the in-
dividual in charge of the Visitors Center would assemble

groups for the tour. Finally, tastefully designed markers
should direct visitors to the Center. (PHD)

3. A logo should be developed that can be affixed to colony
buildings, and to street furnishings where appropriate. Use
of some feature to separate colony from private structures is

especially important to those inhabiting colony structures
that are private residences. Clearly presented, it could re-
inforce the written material as a means to guide tourist

jaunts. This logo could be incorporated in some system of
directional signs to guide tourists. It is proposed that the

Colony seal, the lamb with the flag in its mouth, be used as
the logo. It would be historically and symbolically signifi-
cant . (PA)

4. The current historic site brochure should be revised to in-
clude information about all of the important sites within the
historic district and to include a map with a suggested walk-

ing tour of the historic district. Perhaps this revision

might be made by a student in one of the advanced American

history courses at Knox College as a term project. (PHD)

5. It is recommended that, as an interim measure, the local com-
mercial firms be encouraged to renovate their facades to

bring them closer to the character of the colony buildings.
This can be done by use of compatible paint colors, replacing
or repositioning signs, sharing similar design elements such
as awnings, or landscape elements that would tie them in vis-

ually with the colony structures. (PA)

for longer-range consideration:

6. If honest interpretation of the Bishop Hill Colony is one

goal of the Heritage Association, then craftsmen should dem-
onstrate colony crafts exclusively . Modern pottery and jew-
elry seem misplaced; these should be available for sale,
however . In display, colony products should be emphasized.
(RW)

7. The Colony should revive such old crafts as could find market
in the growing tourist trade. Some of the new industries
should look for outside markets. The making of some items
should be updated and mechanized. Suggestions: Fabrics,
linen and wool; hand spun and died woolen yarn; iron and sil-
ver smithing; carpentry; brooms; leather goods. (SHM)

8. There is a danger of the community's becoming stagnated in

the past. One way to avoid this undesirable effect would be
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to allow the crafts to develop with the time's. Inspiration
could come from the Swedish Atts and Crafts' Movement, espe-
cially In the design of metal work and fabrics. The need for
another restaurant featuring Swedish or Swedish-American

cooking is generally felt, especially on festival days when
there are many visitors. (SHM)

9. In order to encourage tourism In Bishop Hill in the off-

seasons, thereby possibly reducing summer tourism overloads,
a festival in the line of Agricultural Days should be devel-

oped for the late spring and for the mid-winter. (DCM)

10. Taking into account the need for expanded tourist interpre-
tive materials, the State Department of Conservation should

develop the following educational materials for Bishop Hill:

a. three-dimensional model of Bishop Hill in 1847
b. three-dimensional model of Bishop Hill in 1861
c. three-dimensional model of Bishop Hill in 1976
d. three-dimensional model of proposed historic preservation

efforts at Bishop Hill
. ,i

e. bulletin board coverage of restoration techniques
f. bulletin board coverage of the non-Jansonist periods in

Bishop Hill. (DCM)

11. An illustrated catalogue of the buildings, interiors, and ex-
hibits to be found at Bishop Hill should be produced. Such a

catalogue should be offered for sale at the Colony Store and
at the Visitors Center. The income from^ the catalogue should
be used to defray printing expenses. Perhaps the staff of

the Illinois State Museum might be of assistance in preparing
this brochure, or perhaps it might be taken on as a term pro-
ject for a student in muscology at one of the state universi-
ties. (PHD)

12. Recommend that private owners be encouraged to maintain in-

tegrity of structure. Some parts of the structures have been

modernized; it is suggested these features be removed ^nd the

facade be restored to its former form. One example is the

private residence adjacent to the Colony store whose basement
windows have been modernized where the upper stories have re-

tained the original character. (PA)

13. Tourism in Illinois is not based upon the grand and spectacu-
lar vacation notion that carries people to mountains, lakes,
or recreational areas. It is more likely to be the weekend
traveler or the passer-through on route to another destina-
tion that visits northwestern Illinois. V.'ith this ijnage in

mind, tourism in northwestern Illinois might be better pro-
moted by an agricultural context which could also draw people
from the more urban centers in and around Illinois. It is

recommended that the agricultural interests in the state be

approached to build a model farm near Bishop Hill, which
would make a display of the past, present and future economic
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base of Illinois and its importance in the world because of
its agricultural contributions. (CLK)

F, PERSONNEL

for early attention:

li A In' ijrder to increase the scale of operations! iti historic
.

' preservation at Bishop Hill, there should be minimal pay, ex-

perience-oriented interhships sponsored in the following
;. :

. areas: '

: ''' '' :::
a. archeology (besides existirig volunteer/contract work)
b. archival staffing and maintenance
c. museology: to include, tour guides, restoration of build-

ings, and development of exhibits. (DCM)

2. The program of interpretation at Bishop Hill Historic Site
should be expanded and a guide program shouJLd be inaugurated
at least during the summer months. Such a program should in-

clude:

a. The addition of one' full-time person to the staff of the
historic site who would be charged \-jtth the responsibil-
ity of supervising all interpretation efforts at Bishop
Hill.

b. The securing of the services of 6-8 guides during the
summer months. These guides might be college students
recruited from nearby colleges or citizens from Bishop
Hill and surrounding communities.

'• c. The inauguration of • a training program for guides.
•

i
•- .: d. The initiation of an ongoing evaluation program for all

. , I
• interpretive efforts in the historic district . (PHD)

3. An art historian and restorer should be hired on a temporary
basis to appraise and organize the Olaf Krans collection and
to restore those works that are in need of restoration. Per-

haps this service might be provided by the Illinois State Mu-

seum. (PHD)

for longer-range consideration:

U. In order for more efficient operations, the Bishop Hill Heri-

tage Association should have a full-time director whose re-

sponsibilities should include but not be only the following:

a. overseeing the contracting and development of a continu-

ing historic preservation program for Bishop Hill
b. generating an expanded revolving fund
c. directing the canvassing of financial resources from
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inslde and outside of Bishop Hill
d. coordinating internships
e. coordinating joint efforts with the State of Illinois De-

partment of Conservation, the Old Settlers' Association,
and other organizations. (DCM)

A part-time archivist should be hired to catalogue and super-
vise the B.H.H.A. archives and to assist scholars who wish to

do research in the archives. Investigation should be made
into the possibility of a dual appointment with Knox College
or with Augustana College. The Universities of Illinois and

Wisconsin, Wayne State University, and Case-Western Reserve

University are midwestern schools that offer some training In

archival administration; any of these institutions might be

helpful in securing someone for this position. The Society
of American Archivists publishes an Education Directory which
should also be consulted. (PHD)

Efforts should be made to attract additional craftsmen to

Bishop Hill so that the craft program can be expanded. In

particular, the following craft demonstrations should be

added when craftsmen become available: basket making, wagon
making, wood turning, cabinet making, natural dying, and rope

making. In addition, craftsmen should be encouraged to rep-
licate orif^inal colony items for sale to the public. The ad-

vice and assistance of a newly created statewide foundation
for the sale of crafts and publications at state sites should

be sought. (PHD)

Money should be appropriated so that the following staff po-
sitions mlf^ht be created:

a. curator of Bishop Hill— the community is in need of a

full-time director, one who Is sensitive to the resi-

dents' desire to retain Bishop Hill as a "living museum."
The duties of the curator would include grant writing,

supervision of restoration projects, and public rela-

tions.

b. resident artist—an individual is needed to coordinate

the crafts program year-round. Decisions regarding dem-

onstrations, types of products to be displayed and sold,

and traveling crafts shows would be made by the resident

artist. (RW)
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CHRONOLOGY OF BISHOP HILL EVENTS

1. Before the Colony (Pre-Jansonlst Period)

1808 Eric Janson Born.

1832 Janson's miraculous cure from rheumatism.

1833 Janson Marries.

1836 Janson's religious awakening.

James Withrow settles in V/eller Tovmship.

1842 Beginning of Jansonism, in Helsingland.

1844 Persecution of Janson.

1845 Olof Olsson reconnoiters in America.

2. The Colony Years (Jansonist Period)

1846 July: Janson arrives. Land purchased.

1847 Manufacturing of adobe. Mill operating.

1848 Manufacturing kiln-dried brick.

1848-55 August Bandholtz supervised building. Most

buildings completed.

1849 Asiatic Cholera plague.

1850 Janson murdered May 13.

Johnson, Stoneberg recruit in Sweden.

Jonas Olsson expedition to California gold
fields.

Brick steam flour mill completed.

1853 Bishop Hill incorporated, under 7-man Board

of Trustees.

1854 Railroad replaces stage line, reducing hotel

patronage.

1856 Crimean War ends; prices deflate.

1857 Norberg attempt to annul colony via state

legislature suit.

Linen and carpet matting cease to be manufac-

tured.

1859 Economic depression, debt incurred.

1860 February 2, Property divided between 2 groups,

(Total debt $673,000)

1861 Johnson party individualizes property.

Company D raised to fight for Union.
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3. Decline of the Colony (Post-Jansonist Period)

1865 Olof Johnson assesses individuals $10.00 per
acre to pay colony debt.

1868 Another $11.00 assessment is levied.

Lawsuit against trustees.

Complete individualization of colony property.

Methodist Church built.

1870 Town incorporated.

1875 Old Settlers Association first meeting at

Hanna Grove.

1878 Norberg suit settled, much colony land sold

to pay debt.

1894 Ordinances adopted in accordance with general
state laws.

1896 Old Settlers Association revived.

1932 Bishop Hill Road is paved over the old grass
street.

4. Recent Activities (Post-World War II)

1946 State of Illinois acquires the Colony Church

building.

Old Settlers Association acquires the Colony
School.

1950 Restoration of Colony Church begun.

1962 Founding of Bishop Hill Heritage Association.

Colony Bakery and Brewery building demolished.

1963 Heritage Association purchases the "Steeple

Building."

1965 Research by Edla Warner traces the origins of

present village residents to original colo-

nists.

1966 Colony Blacksmith Shop purchased by the Heri-

tage Association.

1967 Colony Store acquired by the Heritage Associ-

ation.

Vasa Lodge #683 formed at Bishop Hill.

Swedish historian came to Bishop Hill to re-

view documents written during the "colony

period."
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1968 Bjorklund Hotel acquljrecj by the State of Ill-
inois.

Museum of National Antiquities, Stockholm,
exhibition.

1970 Bishop Hill nominated to the National Regis-
ter of Historic Places.

1972 Swedish archivis*" Mara Eiche, came to tran-
scribe documents i.rom Swedish to English and
to help establish village archives.

Illinois Department of Conservation commits

$230,000 to preservation work ii^ Bishop Hill.

1973 Restoration of Bjorklund Hotel begun by the
Illinois Department of Conservation.

U. S. Department of the Interior awards

$14,728 to Heritage Association.

197A Out-buildings of the Colony Church discovered

by students of Knox College lin'bn archeologl-
cal dig. . :

,,
I

Heritage Association obtains the Krusbo House.

Vasa National Archives, moved to Bishop Hill.

1975 Knox College archeological work locates sites
of bandstand, grain scale, other structures.

25 May: Opening of Restored Colony Store.

/•I <-j
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